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ABSTRACT
VISION BASED BEHAVIOR RECOGNITION OF
LABORATORY ANIMALS FOR DRUG ANALYSIS
AND TESTING
Selc¸uk Sandıkcı
M.S. in Electrical and Electronics Engineering
Supervisors: Prof. Dr. A. Bu¨lent O¨zgu¨ler
and Assist. Prof. Dr. Pınar Duygulu S¸ahin
August 2009
In pharmacological experiments, a popular method to discover the eﬀects of psy-
chotherapeutic drugs is to monitor behaviors of laboratory mice subjected to
drugs by vision sensors. Such surveillance operations are currently performed by
human observers for practical reasons. Automating behavior analysis of labora-
tory mice by vision-based methods saves both time and human labor. In this
study, we focus on automated action recognition of laboratory mice from short
video clips in which only one action is performed. A two-stage hierarchical recog-
nition method is designed to address the problem. In the ﬁrst stage, still actions
such as sleeping are separated from other action classes based on the amount
of the motion area. Remaining action classes are discriminated by the second
stage for which we propose four alternative methods. In the ﬁrst method, we
project 3D action volume onto 2D images by encoding temporal variations of each
pixel using discrete wavelet transform (DWT). Resulting images are modeled and
classiﬁed by hidden Markov models in maximum likelihood sense. The second
method transforms action recognition problem into a sequence matching problem
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by explicitly describing pose of the subject in each frame. Instead of segmenting
the subject from the background, we only take temporally active portions of the
subject into consideration in pose description. Histograms of oriented gradients
are employed to describe poses in frames. In the third method, actions are repre-
sented by a set of histograms of normalized spatio-temporal gradients computed
from entire action volume at diﬀerent temporal resolutions. The last method
assumes that actions are collections of known spatio-temporal templates and can
be described by histograms of those. To locate and describe such templates in ac-
tions, multi-scale 3D Harris corner detector and histogram of oriented gradients
and optical ﬂow vectors are employed, respectively. We test the proposed action
recognition framework on a publicly available mice action dataset. In addition,
we provide comparisons of each method with well-known studies in the literature.
We ﬁnd that the second and the fourth methods outperform both related studies
and the other two methods in our framework in overall recognition rates. How-
ever, the more successful methods suﬀer from heavy computational cost. This
study shows that representing actions as an ordered sequence of pose descriptors
is quite eﬀective in action recognition. In addition, success of the fourth method
reveals that sparse spatio-temporal templates characterize the content of actions
quite well.
Keywords: Action recognition, discrete wavelet transform, hidden Markov mod-
els, pose sequences, bag of words.
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O¨ZET
I˙LAC¸ C¸O¨ZU¨MLEMESI˙ VE TESTI˙ I˙C¸I˙N LABORATUAR
HAYVANLARININ DAVRANIS¸LARININ GO¨RU¨ TABANLI
TANINMASI
Selc¸uk Sandıkcı
Elektrik ve Elektronik Mu¨hendislig¯i Bo¨lu¨mu¨ Yu¨ksek Lisans
Tez Yo¨neticileri: Prof. Dr. A. Bu¨lent O¨zgu¨ler
ve Yrd. Doc¸. Dr. Pınar Duygulu S¸ahin
Ag˘ustos 2009
Farmakolojik deneylerde psikoterapik ilac¸ların etkilerinin ortaya c¸ıkarılmasında
ilaca maruz bırakılmıs¸ laboratuar farelerinin davranıs¸larının go¨ru¨ algılayıcılar
ile go¨zlenmesi yaygın olarak kullanılan bir yo¨ntemdir. Gu¨nu¨mu¨zde pratik ol-
ması sebebiyle bu tu¨r go¨zetim is¸lemleri insanlar tarafından gerc¸ekles¸tirilmektedir.
Laboratuar hayvanlarının davranıs¸ analizini go¨ru¨ tabanlı yo¨ntemler kullanarak
otomatikles¸tirmek hem zaman hem de is¸ gu¨cu¨nden tasarruf sag˘layacaktır.
Bu c¸alıs¸mada sadece tek bir hareket ic¸eren kısa video kliplerden laboratuar
farelerinin hareketlerinin otomatik olarak tanınması u¨zerine odaklanılmıs¸tır. Bu
problemi c¸o¨zmek ic¸in iki as¸amalı sıradu¨zensel bir tanıma metodu tasarlanmıs¸tır.
I˙lk as¸amada uyuma gibi durag˘an hareketler hareket alanı miktarına dayanılarak
dig˘er hareket sınıﬂarından ayrılmıs¸tır. Geriye kalan hareket sınıﬂarı do¨rt alter-
natif yo¨ntem o¨nerdig˘imiz ikinci as¸ama ile ayırt edilmis¸tir. Birinci yo¨ntemde
ayrık dalgacık do¨nu¨s¸u¨mu¨yle (ADD) her bir pikseldeki zamansal deg˘is¸imler
kodlanarak 3B hareket hacimlerinin 2B imgeler u¨zerine izdu¨s¸u¨mu¨ alınmıs¸tır.
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Olus¸an imgeler saklı Markov modelleri ile modellenmis¸ ve en bu¨yu¨k olabilir-
lik kriterine go¨re sınıﬂandırılmıs¸tır. I˙kinci yo¨ntem deneg˘in her bir c¸erc¸evedeki
pozunu ac¸ıkc¸a betimleyerek hareket tanıma problemini dizi es¸les¸tirme problemi-
ne do¨nu¨s¸tu¨rmektedir. Poz betimlenmesinde deneg˘in arkaplandan bo¨lu¨tlenmesi
yerine zamansal olarak aktif parc¸aları dikkate alınmıs¸tır. C¸erc¸evelerdeki poz-
ları betimlemek ic¸in yo¨nlu¨ gradyanların histogramları kullanılmıs¸tır. U¨c¸u¨ncu¨
yo¨ntemde hareketler, deg˘is¸ik zamansal c¸o¨zu¨nu¨rlu¨klerde tu¨m hareket hacmi kul-
lanılarak hesaplanan du¨zgelenmis¸ uzamsal-zamansal gradyanların histogram-
larından olus¸an bir ku¨me ile betimlenmis¸tir. Son yo¨ntemde hareketlerin bili-
nen uzamsal-zamansal s¸ablonlardan olus¸tug˘u ve bu s¸ablonların histogramı ile
betimlenebileceg˘i varsayılmaktadır. Hareketlerde bu tu¨r s¸ablonların yerini belir-
lemek ve betimlemek ic¸in sırasıyla c¸ok o¨lc¸ekli 3B Harris ko¨s¸e sezicisi ile yo¨nlu¨
gradyanların ve optik akıs¸ vekto¨rlerinin histogramları kullanılmıs¸tır. O¨nerilen
hareket tanıma c¸atısı eris¸ilebilir bir fare hareket veri ku¨mesi u¨zerinde denenmis¸tir.
Ayrıca her bir yo¨ntemin literatu¨rdeki iyi bilinen c¸alıs¸malarla kars¸ılas¸tırılması
sunulmus¸tur. I˙kinci ve do¨rdu¨ncu¨ yo¨ntemin hem literatu¨rdeki ilgili c¸alıs¸malara
hem de bu c¸alıs¸madaki dig˘er iki yo¨nteme go¨re genel tanıma bas¸arımında daha
u¨stu¨n oldug˘u go¨ru¨lmu¨s¸tu¨r, bununla beraber bu yo¨ntemlerin ag˘ır hesaplama
maliyetine sahip oldukları saptanmıs¸tır. Bu c¸alıs¸ma davranıs¸ların sıralı poz
betimleyiciler dizisi s¸eklinde ifade edilmesinin hareket tanımada oldukc¸a etki-
li oldug˘unu go¨stermis¸tir. Ayrıca do¨rdu¨ncu¨ yo¨ntemin bas¸arısı seyrek uzamsal-
zamansal s¸ablonların hareketlerin ic¸erig˘ini oldukc¸a iyi nitelendirdig˘ini ortaya
koymus¸tur.
Anahtar Kelimeler: Hareket tanıma, ayrık dalgacık do¨nu¨s¸u¨mu¨, saklı Markov
modelleri, poz dizisi, kelimeler torbası.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In pharmacological experiments involving laboratory mice under the inﬂuence of
psychotherapeutic drugs, behavior pattern of the mice reveals important clues
about physiological eﬀects of the drug. To uncover the eﬀects of injected drug,
the subject must be monitored and its actions must be recorded in an objective
and measurable manner until eﬀects of the drug disappear. Currently in phar-
macological experiments, mouse which is subjected to the drug is recorded by a
visual sensor, such as a camera, during the experiment, and afterwards behaviors
that the subject exhibited are annotated by human observers.
Considering that pharmacological experiments are repeated many times on
hundreds of mice for statistical accuracy and consistency, an automated action
recognition system is highly desirable, since it would save great amount of both
time and human labor. Moreover, diﬀerent human observers can record dif-
ferent results for the same behavior pattern; however, an automated behavior
recognition system would produce more consistent behavior annotations. An-
other desired speciﬁcation of a behavior recognition system is that it should be
non-intrusive i. e., any disturbance to the subject, such as environmental modi-
ﬁcations or implanted electrodes are not allowed. In a non-intrusive monitoring
1
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Figure 1.1: Overview of a continuous behavior recognition system.
environment, the behavior pattern of the subject is not aﬀected by external fac-
tors during the experiments. A computer vision based action recognition system
satisﬁes above speciﬁcations while also being cheap due to the accessibility of
low-cost cameras.
1.1 Problem Statement
For continuous and automated monitoring of laboratory animals, aforementioned
behavior recognition system acquires a video stream in which performed behav-
iors are desired to be correctly recognized and labeled. Output of the system
is an annotation sequence with a time line associated with the given video (see
Figure 1.1 for the system overview). In this thesis, as a preliminary study for
such a system we addressed the problem of recognizing actions from small video
clips, in which exactly one class of behavior is performed, based on computer
vision and machine learning technology. The main functionality of our system is
depicted graphically in Figure 1.2.
Problem addressed in this thesis is a 3D pattern recognition problem in the
general sense and it is stated as follows:
Given: A set of training video clips, {Vi, i = 1, . . . ,# of training videos}
with corresponding ground-truth labels, {ℓi| ℓi ∈ L}, where L is the set
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Figure 1.2: Overview of the preliminary system designed in this thesis.
of behavior classes to be classiﬁed. In this thesis L consists of ﬁve classes,
namely drinking, eating, exploring, grooming, and sleeping.
Aim: is to train an action recognition system, which can correctly deter-
mine the class ℓT of a given test video clip VT with unknown class.
Although the problem seems quite naive, there are a number of challenges that
need to be addressed in order to design a robust action recognition system [1].
The ﬁrst and the most important challenge is the unconstrained motion of the
subject i. e., the mouse under observation naturally must not be aware that
its behaviors are being visually recorded. Thus, it behaves in the most natural
manner e.g., it may turn its back to camera or perform the same behavior with
signiﬁcant variations each time. Note that unlike well-studied human action
recognition from carefully recorded datasets, such as KTH [2] and Weizmann [3],
mice action recognition introduces a harder pattern recognition problem. In
addition, some of the mouse behaviors happen in a burst, making tracking body
parts a nontrivial task. In contrast to human’s articulated body, a mouse has a
highly deformable blob-like body which can stretch and compress signiﬁcantly.
Therefore, one can not easily ﬁt mouse body to a template model or skeleton [4].
Moreover, there are a few body parts to track such as eyes and tail. Peripherals
of mouse body are quite small in size to detect and track, and can be occluded
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by other body parts. To sum up, mouse introduces lots of challenges due to its
body structure and movements.
Recording environment also presents a number of challenges. Designed recog-
nition system must be robust to scale and rotation changes, camera viewpoint
angle, and illumination variations. Lastly, cluttered and noisy background arises
due to the litter in a mouse cage.
In this thesis, we present a hierarchical classiﬁcation framework to deal with
the behavior recognition of laboratory mice. First stage of our framework is to
discriminate still actions such as sleeping from the others. We take advantage of
the amount of motion area, that is covered by the subject while performing the
behavior, to separate sleeping from other behaviors. Experiments on real mice
videos validate our assumption.
The second stage, which is not as simple as the ﬁrst stage, classiﬁes the
remaining four actions, namely, drinking, eating, exploring, and grooming. Re-
garding signiﬁcant pattern variations and randomness in these actions, we prefer
to follow a bottom-up approach i. e., classiﬁcation based on low level features
that are extracted from raw video data. We propose four alternative methods
for the implementation of the second stage:
1. Inspired by the work of To¨reyin et. al [5], we utilize Discrete Wavelet
Transform (DWT) to analyze temporal characteristics of individual pixels. Then,
we form action summary images (ASIs) using the amount of temporal ﬂuctua-
tions at each pixel in the video volume. ASIs are transformed into subimage
sequences by blockwise raster scanning. We form multidimensional observa-
tion sequences by taking intensity histograms of each subimage in the sequence.
Hidden Markov models (HMMs) with continuous observation densities are used
to model observation sequences. Classiﬁcation of action videos with unknown
classes is carried out by trained HMMs in the maximum likelihood sense.
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2. We follow the work of Hatun and Duygulu [6] to represent actions as se-
quences of pose prototypes. A pose codebook which contains all the possible pose
prototypes is constructed by clustering pose descriptors extracted from training
videos. As in [6], we describe the pose in a given frame by histograms of oriented
gradients [7]. Diﬀerent from [6], we consider only temporally active points in
pose description. After representing an action by a sequence of pose prototypes,
the classiﬁcation problem reduces to matching the pose sequence associated with
the action to the nearest known pose sequence in the database. In matching, we
used the length of “Longest Common Subsequence” as similarity metric [8].
3. We modify the method of Zelnik-Manor and Irani [9] to classify mice ac-
tions. According to the method, ﬁrst a temporal video pyramid is constructed
by smoothing and downsampling the video along temporal axis. This operation
enables one to analyze video at diﬀerent temporal resolutions. At each level of
the pyramid, normalized 3D gradient vectors are computed for all points in the
entire video volume. Points with small temporal gradient vectors are discarded,
since they are not believed to participate in the action. We propose an adap-
tive thresholding scheme for discarding those points. To represent an action,
histograms of normalized gradient vectors from each pyramid level are combined
to form a feature set. Leave one out cross validation in conjunction with nearest
neighbor classiﬁer (1-NN) is employed for classiﬁcation purposes.
4. By following the method of Laptev et. al for human action recognition [10],
an action is represented by an unordered collection of sparse spatio-temporal
templates. We ﬁrst detect salient points in the action volume by 3D Harris
corner detector. Then, we describe each detected point by histograms of oriented
gradient and optical ﬂow vectors computed from neighborhood of the detected
point. Descriptor of each point is assigned to a visual codeword, which is element
of a codebook. The codebook is constructed by quantizing descriptors extracted
from training data. At the end, an action is represented by a histogram which
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indicates the distribution of codewords within the action volume. We have used
1-NN and radial basis support vector machine classiﬁers for classiﬁcation.
1.2 Literature Review
There has been a vast amount of research conducted on automated action recog-
nition from video sequences, since it has quite appealing application areas such
as security surveillance, pharmacological experiments, patient monitoring, and
human computer interaction. As expected, human action recognition is investi-
gated much more thoroughly than animal action recognition. Action recognition
methods which do not directly exploit human body structure and movement
kinematics are also applicable to animal action recognition. Such methods are
referred as “bottom-up” approaches in the literature. In this section, ﬁrst we dis-
cuss related work on human action recognition built on “bottom-up” approaches.
Afterwards, we review animal action recognition methods on which researchers
rarely focused.
1.2.1 Human Action Recognition
Computer vision based human action recognition has been a challenging and
active research area for the past two decades (see [11, 12, 13, 14] for surveys
on human action recognition). Action recognition methods can be divided into
three categories as frame-based, volumetric, and model-based.
In frame-based approaches, action descriptors are built on 2D image features,
such as contours and silhouettes. Bobick and Davis [15] described video volumes
by Motion Energy Images (MEI) and Motion History Images (MHI), which in-
dicate existence and recency of motion in the video volume, respectively. They
applied template matching techniques to MEIs and MHIs to recognize aerobic
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actions. In [16], a camera viewpoint invariant action recognition system based
on geometrical properties of spatio-temporal (ST) volumes was proposed. 2D
image contours are stacked to construct corresponding ST volumes. A similar
approach which is based on building space-time shapes from 2D image silhou-
ettes was proposed by Gorelick et. al [17]. 3D features such as saliency, shape
information and orientation can be extracted by solving a Poisson equation re-
lated to constructed space-time volume. Notice that all these approaches rely
on clean segmentation of foreground objects, thus they are limited to static or
well-modeled background cases.
On the other hand, volumetric approaches treat actions as 3D space-time
volumes and extract descriptors from action volume in either localized or global
manner. One of such methods was introduced by Zelnik-Manor and Irani who
claimed that global histograms of normalized gradients computed from entire
video volume are suﬃcient to discriminate basic actions such as walking and
jogging [9]. Efros et. al attempted to classify low resolution human videos
such as football actions by a novel ST descriptor based on coarse histograms of
noisy optical ﬂow measurements over a subject-centric ST volume and normalized
cross-correlation [18].
Sparse volumetric representations of actions have also been employed by var-
ious researchers. These kind of representations require that ST points which are
considered to be “interesting” within the action volume are detected ﬁrst. Fea-
tures extracted from vicinity of detected points are believed to reveal important
characteristics about content of the action. Representing an action as collections
of those features “sparsiﬁes” the description. One of the ST interest point de-
tectors is 3D Harris corner detector which belongs to Laptev [19]. It has been
successfully used by [2, 10, 20, 21] for representing actions as collections of small
ST templates (cuboids). Another detector based on local maxima of video vol-
umes ﬁltered by temporal Gabor ﬁlters and spatial Gaussian smoothing kernels is
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proposed by Dollar et. al [22]. In [22], proposed detector is used for recognition
of facial gestures, human, and mice behavior. Dollar’s detector has also been
used by [23] in conjunction with probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA)
for unsupervised classiﬁcation of human actions. Scovanner et. al [24] extended
the well-known Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) descriptor [25] to 3D
for action recognition.
A major problem with sparse action representations is that geometrical rela-
tions between ST templates within the action volume are ignored, thus result-
ing in poorer description. To overcome this shortcoming, a number of meth-
ods, which consider geometrical topology of ST keypoints, based on ST cor-
relograms [26], Discriminative Subsequence Mining [27], graph-based Bayesian
inference [28] and improved PLSA with implicit shape models [29] were devel-
oped. Another issue with sparse representations is that the number of detected
points for smooth actions might be too low to describe the action. For instance in
our case, Laptev’s detector locates only a few points for sleeping actions. In [30]
in order to avoid the curse of extreme sparsity, combinations of features at 2D
Harris corners detected along both space and time are learned by data mining
methods. For a better action representation Wong and Cipolla [31] tried to re-
ﬁne interest point detection process by imposing global information based on
non-negative matrix factorization.
Subvolume matching has been investigated for action recognition as an alter-
native to sparse keypoint approaches. Ke et. al [32] developed a real-time event
detection system exploiting 3D box features based on optical ﬂow. Shechtman
and Irani [33] extended conventional 2D image correlation to 3D spatio-temporal
volume correlation to detect complex dynamic actions in video sequences.
Kim and Cipolla [34] applied Canonical Correlation Analysis, which is con-
ventionally used to maximize correlation of two 1D random variables, on video
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volumes which are treated as tensors. They achieved signiﬁcant recognition rates
for human actions and hand gestures.
Model-based action representations incorporate temporal kinematics into ac-
tion recognition framework. Hidden Markov models (HMM), which are one of
the well-known state-space models, have been widely utilized in modeling tem-
poral dynamics of actions. Li [35] assumed that human actions can be modeled
by HMMs with ﬁnite number of states and Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM)
observations. Hierarchical HMMs are exploited to represent complex activities,
which are considered to be Markov chains of simpler actions in [36]. Peursum et.
al attacked occlusion and imperfect segmentation problems in action recognition
by modifying HMMs for missing observations [37].
1.2.2 Animal Action Recognition
There are a few studies for behavior recognition of laboratory mice in the com-
puter vision literature. First of them is performed by Dollar et. al [22] as
mentioned in the previous subsection. In more detail, they expressed behaviors
as histograms of “cuboid” prototypes which are visual words of a previously con-
structed “cuboid” codebook. Here “cuboid” refers to windowed spatio-temporal
data around interest points which are localized by the detector proposed in [22].
For describing “cuboids” they tried a bunch of feature representations, such
as normalized pixel values, brightness gradient vectors, and optical ﬂow within
the “cuboids”. Another work on mice action recognition belongs to Jhuang et.
al [38]. Their action recognition method imitates biological visual processing
architecture of human brain by hierarchical spatio-temporal feature detectors.
They showed that their system works for both mice and human action recogni-
tion.
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Xue ve Henderson [39] constructed afﬁnity graphs using extracted spatio-
temporal features to detect Basic Behavior Units (BBUs) in artiﬁcially created
mice videos. BBUs are assumed to be building blocks of more complex behaviors.
They applied Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) to discover BBUs in a given
complex behavior. Although their model works quite well for artiﬁcial videos,
it is hard to predict if it is applicable to real mice videos. In addition to mice
action recognition there has been also some vision based research on multiple
mice tracking based on optical ﬂow, active contours [40, 41], and contour and
blob trackers [4].
Apart from mice, behaviors of some other animals such as lions, bears, and
insects attract researchers’ attention. Burghardt and C`alic` [42] exploited face
characteristics and trajectories of lions in annotating locomotive behaviors of
lions for animal monitoring in wildlife. For face tracking they combined the
method of Viola and Jones [43] and Lucas-Kanade feature tracker. They took
advantage of frequency characteristics of horizontal and vertical components of
face trajectory to discriminate between behaviors. In [44], to aid biological stud-
ies on insects, stereo 3D tracking and spectral clustering of 3D motion features
are employed to discriminate basic behaviors of grasshoppers, such as walking,
jumping, and standing still. Wawerla et. al [45] built “motion shapelets” from
low level features such as gradient responses and foreground statistics by Ad-
aboost classiﬁers to detect grizzly bears at the Arctic Circle.
1.3 Contributions
Main contributions of this thesis can be summarized as follows:
• We present a simple method based on motion area to distinguish still ac-
tions from the others.
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• We propose a novel action recognition method based on DWT and HMMs.
First we simplify the action recognition problem to image classiﬁcation
problem by DWT analysis. Then, we make use of HMMs to model inherent
randomness in action summary images.
• We adopt a pose-based action recognition algorithm to mice case. We
modify it to handle the absence of valid background models as in our case.
For segmentation of the subject prior to pose description, we employ tem-
poral gradient magnitudes, which is a simple and computationally cheap
operation.
• We utilize a human action representation method for mice action recogni-
tion in conjunction with adaptive thresholding and 1-NN classiﬁcation.
• We test the performance of a sparse keypoint based algorithm which is
shown to be very successful in human action recognition on mice actions.
• We performed a detailed parameter search for all the methods in the second
stage of our framework in order to achieve the highest recognition rate
possible.
1.4 Outline of the Thesis
The thesis is organized as follows: in Chapter 2, we present the details of the
ﬁrst stage of our action recognition framework. Chapters 3, 4, 5, and 6 explain
methods of the second stage in greater detail. In Chapter 7, we test proposed
methods on a commonly available mice action dataset [22] and evaluate param-
eters of the methods. We also compare recognition performance of proposed
methods with the algorithms in [22] and [38] that get results on this dataset.
Finally in Chapter 8, we conclude this thesis by giving a short summary and
providing some future research ideas.
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Chapter 2
Discrimination of Still Actions
All of the methods which will be explained in the next chapters exploit temporal
variations in the pixel intensities. Sleeping being a quite still action can cause
serious degeneracy in the classiﬁcation stage. Therefore, we propose a simple
method to determine whether class of a given video is sleeping or not. We
integrate this algorithm into our action recognition framework as an initial stage.
A given video is ﬁrst assigned to sleeping or “non-sleeping” class using this
method. If it is classiﬁed as sleeping, then given video is not proceeded to
the second stage. On the other hand, if it turns out to be a “non-sleeping”
video, then it is processed by the second stage to uncover its true class. One can
consider this procedure as a hierarchical classiﬁcation framework.
According to the method, behaviors are classiﬁed based on area which is
spanned by the subject while performing the behavior. The main assumption is
that during sleeping an animal is almost still and the spanned area is minimal
compared with other behaviors.
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In order to determine the spanned area for a given video clip V , temporal
standard deviation σt of each pixel in the video volume is computed empirically,
σt(x, y) =
√√√√ 1
N
N∑
t=1
(
V (x, y, t)− V (x, y))2,
where N is the number of frames in V and V (x, y) is the empirical mean along
temporal axis at pixel (x, y)
V (x, y) =
1
N
N∑
t=1
V (x, y, t).
Then, the standard deviations of all pixels are thresholded with a predeﬁned
threshold ǫ. Pixels having standard deviation above threshold are considered to
be moving pixels. Let Ψ be a black-white image and formed by thresholding
operation,
Ψ(x, y) =


0 if σt(x, y) < ǫ
1 if σt(x, y) ≥ ǫ
.
Summing values of all the pixels in Ψ gives us the number of moving pixels.
Thus, the spanned area ψ is computed as,
ψ =
∑
(x,y)∈Ψ
Ψ(x, y).
Prior to classiﬁcation of a given video as sleeping or “non-sleeping”, the train-
ing videos in the dataset are divided into two groups as sleeping videos and
non-sleeping videos. For all videos in the training set, spanned areas {ψi |i =
1, . . . ,# of training videos} are computed. Then, we ﬁt two univariate Gaus-
sian distributions, GS and GNS to the computed spanned areas, one for sleeping
videos and one for non-sleeping videos. GS is given as,
GS(ψS, µS, σS) =
1√
2πσ2S
exp
(−(ψS − µS)2
2σ2S
)
,
where µS and σ
2
S are the mean and variance of GS. GNS is similarly formed.
Given a test video VT with its spanned area ψT, we estimate the likelihoods
P (ψT|GS) and P (ψT|GNS) i. e., probability that VT is a sleeping or non-sleeping
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video. To evaluate likelihoods, ψT is simply substituted in GS and GNS i. e.,
P (ψT|GS) = GS(ψT, µS, σS) and P (ψT|GNS) = GNS(ψT, µNS, σNS). Then VT is
classiﬁed according to maximum likelihood criterion,
ℓT =


sleeping if P (ψT |GS) > P (ψT |GNS)
non-sleeping otherwise.
,
where ℓT is the assigned label for VT. In Chapter 7, it will become clear that this
simple method works pretty well for the discrimination of sleeping from other
behaviors.
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Chapter 3
Discrete Wavelet Transform and
Hidden Markov Models based
Approach
When a subject performs an action, its movements in space-time generate tem-
porally varying image points. According to content of the movements, image
points exhibit diﬀerent types of temporal variations. For instance, if the subject
performs a periodic action, generated image points are likely to have temporal
periodicity in pixel intensities. Similarly, a stationary action such as sleeping or
standing still probably give rise to image points which have temporal stationar-
ity. Furthermore, an action may consist of temporal action units. Consider a
mouse ﬁrst scratching its back by its rearfeet rapidly and then licking its forefeet
slowly. As a whole, this sequence of action units constitute a grooming action.
Performing this action will generate a bunch of image points each undergoing
diﬀerent temporal variation schemes. Image points corresponding to rearfeet
will have a periodic behavior during scratching, but then they will become sta-
tionary while licking forefeet. Therefore, while performing an action, generated
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image points may have temporally varying characteristics. Temporal variations
of image points exhibit important clues on the type of performed action.
In order to address action recognition of laboratory animals, in this chapter
temporal characteristics of image points are analyzed by discrete wavelet trans-
form (DWT) applied along the temporal axis. Only the highband subsignal is
considered in analyzing temporal properties of image points, since most of the
information is carried in the highband subsignal. A simple score for each image
point is computed according to temporal ﬂuctuations at that point. Then, using
the scores for all image points, an action summary image (ASI) is formed. Each
point (x, y) in ASI encodes the amount of temporal activity of the image point
(x, y) in the action. Small groups of image points with nonzero values in ASI are
likely to arise from background clutter. So they are detected by morphological
operations and are set to zero. Afterwards, a bounding box with minimal size
which includes all the nonzero points in ASI is determined. A sequence of subim-
ages is obtained by raster scanning the cropped ASI i. e., ASI points inside the
bounding box. Taking histograms of intensity values inside each subimage gen-
erates a multidimensional observation sequence to be modeled by hidden Markov
models (HMMs). For each action video in the dataset an HMM model is trained
using extracted observation sequences. Lastly, a given action with unknown class
is classiﬁed with trained HMMs in the maximum likelihood sense.
3.1 Discrete Wavelet Transform and Action
Summary Image Formation
Discrete wavelet transform (DWT) is a very valuable tool in multiresolution
signal analysis. DWT has the ability of capturing both spectral and temporal
information. Consider a discrete signal x[n]. To decompose x[n] to two subsignals
carrying only low and high frequency components, one needs to ﬁlter x[n] by
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Figure 3.1: Single level wavelet decomposition.
a pair of lowpass and highpass ﬁlters, h[n] and g[n], respectively. Afterwards
ﬁltered signals are downsampled by 2 to obtain
xc[n] =
∞∑
k=−∞
x[n] h[2n− k], (3.1)
xd[n] =
∞∑
k=−∞
x[n] g[2n− k], (3.2)
where xc[n] and xd[n] are approximation and detail coeﬃcients of the signal x[n].
Or synonymously they are called lowband and highband subsignals. Equations
(3.1) and (3.2) are mathematical expressions of convolving x[n] with h[n] and
g[n] and downsampling by 2. A graphical illustration of discrete wavelet decom-
position is shown in Figure 3.1.
It is worth to mention that if perfect reconstruction, minimal ﬁlter length,
and compact support are desired properties, lowpass and highpass ﬁlters, h[n]
and g[n] need to satisfy the relationship,
∣∣H(ejw)∣∣ = ∣∣G(ej(pi−w))∣∣ , (3.3)
where H(ejw) and G(ejw) are frequency responses of h[n] and g[n], respectively.
Filters h[n] and g[n] satisfying the relationship (3.3) are called quadrature mirror
ﬁlters (QMF), since their frequency response is symmetric with respect to w =
π/2. Design of QMF is another issue and is out of the scope of this thesis. For
more information on QMF, the reader is referred to [46] and [47]. Filtering x[n]
with quadrature mirror ﬁlters, h[n] and g[n], results in two subband signals each
carrying only low and high frequencies of the original signal x[n]. Downsampling
subband signals by 2 stretches the frequency responses of those to fullband and
generates the highband and lowband subsignals xc[n] and xd[n]. Notice that
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Figure 3.2: Temporal wavelet decomposition example.
lengths of subband subsignals, xc[n] and xd[n] are half of the original signal’s
due to the downsampling operations.
In this chapter, temporal characteristics of image points while performing an
action are analyzed by DWT. Consider an image point at pixel (x, y). Concate-
nating image points at pixel (x, y) along the temporal axis forms a 1D signal
u(x, y). Considering an action volume V as a set of 1D temporal signals, we
apply DWT to all elements of that set. An example of 1D temporal signal,
u(x, y) and its lowband and highband subsignals, uc(x, y) and ud(x, y) are shown
in Figure 3.2.
Temporal variations of the signal u(x, y) are encoded in the highband subsig-
nal ud(x, y). Thus, we are not interested in the lowband subsignal uc(x, y). A
simple measure of temporal variations in u(x, y) is the number of zero crossings
in ud(x, y). Higher number of zero crossings indicates high frequency activity
in u(x, y). Before counting zero crossings in ud(x, y), samples close to zero are
forced to be zero not to count small ﬂuctuations as a zero crossing. After count-
ing zero crossing numbers for all 1D temporal signals in the action volume, we
form the action summary image. Intensity value of pixel at location (x, y) in ASI
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(a) Exploring action.
(a) Grooming action.
(a) Drinking action.
Figure 3.3: Sample frames from various actions and their corresponding ASIs.
is set to zero crossing number of 1D signal u(x, y):
ASI(x, y) = ρ(x, y),∀x, y ∈ V,
where ρ(x, y) is the number of zero crossings in ud(x, y). Some example frames
from various actions and their ASIs are illustrated in Figure 3.3.
Small objects in ASIs are assumed to be generated by background clutter
noise. Thus, objects with small area are removed. Then, a bounding box image
BB is formed such that all of the pixels with nonzero intensity values in ASI are
assured to be inside BB:
BB(x− x1 + 1, y − y1 + 1) = ASI(x, y),
∀x, y, x1 < x < x2, y1 < y < y2,
and {ASI(x, y) 6= 0 | ∀x, y, 0 < x < x1 or x2 < x < X,
0 < y < y1 or y2 < y < Y } = {},
where the indices x1, x2, y1 and y2 satisfy 0 < x1 < x2 < X and 0 < y1 < y2 < Y .
Here, X and Y are number of rows and columns in ASI. Notice that forming BB
from ASI is a simple cropping operation. An example ASI and its determined
bounding box image BB is depicted in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4: An ASI and its bounding box image BB.
1−tq tq 1+tq
1−tO tO 1+tO
--- ---
Figure 3.5: An illustration of HMM with 1st order Markov chain. qt and Ot are
state and observation at time t, respectively.
3.2 Hidden Markov Models
Hidden Markov models (HMMs) have been widely used in speech recognition [48],
face recognition [49, 50], gesture recognition [51], and action recognition [35, 52].
HMMs are well-known for their applications on modeling time series.
An HMM is a doubly stochastic process consisting of an unobservable stochas-
tic process and an observable process which generates the observable outputs and
dependent on the unobservable one. Unobservable stochastic process is a Markov
chain which includes a ﬁnite number of states, a state transition probability ma-
trix, and an initial state probability matrix. Observable process consists of a
set of observation symbol probability distributions. A graphical illustration of
an HMM with ﬁrst-order Markov chain as the underlying process is depicted in
Figure 3.5. In this section, brief information on HMMs will be given by following
Rabiner’s excellent tutorial on HMMs [48]. To deﬁne an HMM with discrete
states and observation symbols, ﬁrst its elements are identiﬁed below:
1. N is the number of distinct states in an HMM. State set is S =
{S1, S2, . . . , SN}. The state at time t is denoted by qt.
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2. M is the number of distinct observation symbols. Observation symbol set
is Υ = {v1, v2, . . . , vM}.
3. State transition probability matrix is denoted by A = {aij}.
aij = P [qt+1 = Sj | qt = Si] , i and j ∈ {1, . . . , N}.
aij is the probability of passing from state Si to Sj at time t. Note that
row sum of A must be equal to 1,
N∑
j=1
aij = 1,∀i ∈ {1, . . . , N}. (3.4)
4. Set of observation symbol probability distributions is B = {bj(k)},
bj(k) = P [Ot = vk | qt = Sj] , j ∈ {1, . . . , N} and k ∈ {1, . . . ,M},
where Ot is the observation symbol at time t. Notice that bj(k) is the
probability of generating symbol vk at state Sj at time t.
5. Initial state probability distribution is denoted by Π = {πi} ,
πi = P [q1 = Si], i ∈ {1, . . . , N}.
πi is the probability that ﬁrst state is Si. Note that the sum of Π must be
equal to 1,
N∑
i=1
πi = 1. (3.5)
A compact deﬁnition for an HMM is denoted by Λ = (A,B,Π). A completely
deﬁned HMM can generate an observation sequence, O = O1O2 . . . OT by the
following steps:
1. Start by selecting an initial state q1 = Si according to initial state proba-
bility distribution Π.
2. Generate the ﬁrst observation O1 = vk according to observation symbol
probability distribution at state Si, bi(k).
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3. Transit to state qt+1 = Sj according to state transition probability aij.
4. If t < T increment t by 1 and go back to Step 2 to generate a new obser-
vation. Else terminate generating observations.
3.2.1 HMMs with Continuous Probability Densities
HMMs can be extended to generate vector observation symbols instead of scalar
symbols. In that case observation symbol probability distributions are required
to be a mixture of continuous densities
bj(O) =
M∑
m=1
cjmN(O,µjm,Σjm), 1 ≤ j ≤ N,
whereO is observation symbol vector, cjm is the weight ofm
th mixture component
at state j and N is a elliptically symmetric density with mean vector µjm and
covariance matrix Σjm for the m
th mixture component in state j. In practice,
N is assumed to be a multivariate Gaussian distribution N (µjm,Σjm). Mixture
weights cjm must satisfy the following constraints so that bj sums to 1,
M∑
m=1
cjm = 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ N,
cjm ≥ 0, 1 ≤ j ≤ N, 1 ≤ m ≤M.
3.2.2 Three Canonical Problems for HMMs
If elements (N,M,A,B,Π) of an HMM are speciﬁed explicitly, then one can
use it to generate observation sequences or model an observation sequence with
appropriate values of elements. To eﬀectively use HMMs in practice, one needs
to solve three canonical problems of HMM:
1. Given an HMM model Λ = (A,B,Π) and an observation sequence O =
O1O2 . . . OT , what is the probability that the given observation sequence is
generated by the given model i. e., P(O|Λ)?
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2. Given an HMM model Λ = (A,B,Π) and an observation sequence O =
O1O2 . . . OT , what is the best state sequence Q = q1q2 . . . qT explaining the
observations?
3. Given an observation sequence O and initial estimate of model parame-
ters (A(1), B(1),Π(1)), how do we update model parameters to maximize
P(O|Λ)?
In a classiﬁcation framework, Problem 1 and Problem 3 correspond to testing
and training problems, respectively. Assume that we are supposed to design a
system which can discriminate observation sequences according to their class. By
solving Problem 3, we can train HMMs for each class with known observation
sequences. In a similar way, by solving Problem 1, we can test the trained HMMs
for a new observation sequence with unknown class i. e., we can compute the
probability of generating the given observation sequence by each trained HMM.
Then, the new observation sequence is assigned to the class of HMM, which
gives the highest probability of generating that sequence. The main motivation
behind Problem 2 is to uncover hidden dynamics of the model. In a classiﬁcation
framework, uncovering state sequence may be useful for model improvement, such
as deciding on the number of hidden states and observation symbols.
There are well-deﬁned methods to solve the three canonical problems of
HMMs. Problem 1 can be solved by “Forward-Backward Procedure”. To solve
Problem 2 one can use Viterbi algorithm. Lastly, solution for Problem 3 is
addressed by Baum-Welch algorithm which is a special case of Expectation-
Maximization procedure. The reader is referred to Rabiner’s tutorial [48] for
theoretical details of these methods.
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3.3 Modeling and Classifying Actions by HMMs
If HMMs are desired to be used in modeling and classiﬁcation, then ﬁrst one needs
to deﬁne the observation sequence and HMM model, which are suitable for the
application. Recall that by exploiting DWT and forming ASI for each action,
we were able to reduce the action recognition problem to an image classiﬁcation
problem. In view of the successful applications of HMMs on face recognition [53,
54], we prefer to follow the work of [54] to model ASIs by HMMs.
3.3.1 Generating Observation Sequences from ASIs
In order to generate an observation sequence O from an ASI, we divide the
bounding box image BB into a grid of NSI ×MSI overlapping subimages ΩSI .
Tracing the subimages in a raster scan fashion generates a sequence of subimages
with length NSIMSI . Tracing scheme is illustrated in Figure 3.6. Regarding
Figure 3.6, ΩSI , XSI , YSI , xSI , and ySI denote the subimage, width and height
of the subimage, width and height of the overlap region between consecutive
subimages, respectively. The lengths xSI and ySI are related to XSI and YSI by
an overlap ratio, ζSI i. e., xSI = ζSIXSI and ySI = ζSIYSI . The relations between
NSI , MSI and XSI , YSI are given as,
NSI =
⌊
XBB − xSI
XSI − xSI
⌋
,
MSI =
⌊
YBB − ySI
YSI − ySI
⌋
,
where XBB and YBB are width and height of bounding box image BB. After
obtaining the subimage sequence, for each subimage ΩSI , an mSI bin histogram
based on pixel intensities is computed. Forming a sequence from computed his-
tograms in the same order with the subimage sequence gives us the observation
sequence O = O1O2 . . . OT to be used in HMMs. Here, observation symbol On is
a mSI-dimensional vector and corresponds to the histogram of the n
th subimage.
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Figure 3.6: Scanning scheme of BB image.
Length of the observation sequence is T which is simply the product of NSI and
MSI i. e., T = NSIMSI .
3.3.2 Training of HMMs
One HMM model Λi with N distinct states is trained for each action video Vi in
the training set. Each HMM model is trained by executing the steps proposed
by [54]:
1. Consider the observation sequence Oi extracted from BBi associated with
Vi. Cluster the set of observation symbols {On, n = 1, . . . , T} into N
clusters Ck with cluster centers ck, k = 1, . . . , N . Actually, here each cluster
corresponds to a state.
2. Determine state of each observation symbol On by assigning it to the near-
est cluster center ck according to Euclidean distance
qn = argmin
k
‖On − ck‖2 for n = 1, . . . , T and k = 1, . . . , N,
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where qn is the state of On. This step corresponds to assigning each obser-
vation symbol to an appropriate state.
3. We assume that the observation symbol probability density bk(O) at state
k is a single Gaussian distribution with mean vector µk and covariance
matrix Σk. Empirically estimate the initial values of mean vector and
covariance matrix of each cluster (state), Ck,
µ
(1)
k =
1
|Ck|
∑
On∈Ck
On, 1 ≤ k ≤ N,
Σ
(1)
k =
1
|Ck|
∑
On∈Ck
(On − µk)T (On − µk), 1 ≤ k ≤ N.
4. According to [48], random initialization of A matrix and Π vector is mostly
acceptable in real world applications. So initial estimates, A
(1)
i and Π
(1)
i are
initialized randomly with stochastic constraints (3.4) and (3.5).
5. Note that the initial estimates {µ(1)k ,Σ(1)k , k = 1, . . . , N} constitute B(1)i .
Using initial estimates
(
A
(1)
i , B
(1)
i ,Π
(1)
i
)
estimate model parameters Λi =
(Ai, Bi,Πi) by Baum-Welch algorithm.
At the end, for each action video Vi in the training set an HMM model Λi is
trained.
3.3.3 Classification by HMMs
To classify a given test action VT, ﬁrst its ASIT and BBT image are computed as
elaborated in section 3.1. Then, observation sequence OT is formed as according
to subsection 3.3.1. Action VT is assigned to the class of most likely HMM model
argmax
j
P (OT | Λj) , 1 ≤ j ≤ # of trained HMMs.
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In our framework, the training set is the rest of the dataset with test action
omitted. This procedure is repeated for all of the actions in the dataset and over-
all recognition accuracy is measured to be the average of all classiﬁcation runs.
This classiﬁcation approach is known as the “leave-one-out cross validation”.
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Chapter 4
Spatial Histograms of Oriented
Gradients based Approach
Appearance, shape or pose of the subject while performing an action is a very
important clue in action recognition. In fact, one can think actions as temporal
sequences of poses. There has been a signiﬁcant amount of research on pose-based
action recognition [55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60]. In this chapter, behavior recognition
of laboratory animals is addressed by following a pose-based action recognition
method, speciﬁcally the method proposed in [6].
The main assumption in this chapter is that an action is an ordered collection
of pose prototypes, P = {p1, . . . , pK}. Pose descriptors extracted from training
actions are clustered by k-means clustering algorithm to form the codebook of
pose prototypes, P . Center of each cluster is treated as a pose prototype, pk, k =
1, . . . , K. Poses in each frame of a given action is described by spatial histograms
of oriented gradients (SHOG). In SHOG computation, only a subset of image
points, which are believed to participate in the action, are considered. Set of
such points will be referred as Region of Interest (ROI) in the rest of this chapter.
The points inside ROI are assumed to be temporally active i .e., magnitudes of
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Figure 4.1: Main blocks of pose sequence based approach.
temporal gradient vectors at those points are high. Thus, ROI can be easily
located by simple temporal gradient computation and thresholding. One needs
to perform the following steps to represent a given action as a pose sequence:
• For each frame in the action,
- Determine ROI by temporal gradient computation and thresholding.
- Describe the pose in the frame by SHOG descriptor.
- Assign the pose in the frame to the nearest pose prototype, pk.
• Represent the action as a pose sequence, S = s1s2 . . . sN , where each ele-
ment sn is matched to a pose prototype, pk ∈ P. Here, N is the number of
frames in the action.
K-fold cross-validation with nearest neighbor (1-NN) classiﬁer is used to classify
an action represented by the pose sequence, S. Similarity metric in 1-NN clas-
siﬁer is the length of “Longest Common Subsequence”, which is commonly used
for string matching [8]. Figure 4.1 summarizes main steps of the method.
4.1 Region of Interest (ROI) Detection
In conventional pose-based action recognition, ﬁrstly one needs to detect the
subject in the frame and segment it as clean as possible. Unless a valid model
for the background is available at hand, object detection and segmentation are
quite nontrivial and diﬃcult tasks. Thus, instead of using detection and segmen-
tation for ROI determination, a simpler and computationally cheaper approach
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is used in this chapter. Points which have high temporal gradient are assumed
to participate in the action, therefore they are taken as ROI in pose description.
To determine such points in the frames, temporal gradient vectors are analyzed.
Points whose temporal gradient vectors have relatively higher magnitude are
assumed to be active points. Consider an action as an image sequence, such
that it is a mapping from spatio-temporal domain to pixel intensity domain,
V : R2×R 7→ R. To estimate temporal gradient of the action, V is smoothed
along the t axis by convolving with a Gaussian kernel gs with variance σ
2
s and
temporal derivative of smoothed volume is taken,
Vt = ∂t
(
V (·; t) ∗ gs(t, σ2s)
)
,
where gs is the smoothing Gaussian kernel, gs(t, σ
2
s) =
1√
2piσ2s
e−t
2/2σ2s . Approxi-
mating partial derivative operator with 1D discrete ﬁlter, h = [−1 0 1],
Vt =
(
V (·; t) ∗ gs(t, σ2s)
) ∗ h.
To determine points with relatively high temporal gradients, an adaptive thresh-
olding scheme is employed. For each action, threshold is adjusted according to
mean and variance of temporal gradient magnitudes. Points (x, y) satisfying the
below inequality are considered to belong ROI at time t,
|Vt(x, y, t)| − µt > γσt, (x, y, t) ∈ V.
In above inequality, µt and σt are empirical mean and standard deviation of
temporal gradient magnitudes of all points in the action, {|Vt(x, y, t)|, (x, y, t) ∈
V }. |Vt(x, y, t)| is the temporal gradient magnitude at point (x, y) in frame at
time t. γ is a constant to adjust the threshold value. Here, magnitudes of
temporal gradients are assumed to obey a Gaussian distribution. Points whose
temporal gradient magnitude deviates from empirical mean more than γσt are
assumed to have signiﬁcant amount of temporal variation. In Figure 4.2 (a),
some sample frames from various actions are shown. Corresponding temporal
gradient magnitudes are illustrated in Figure 4.2 (b). Thresholding temporal
gradient magnitudes results in binary ROI images shown in Figure 4.2 (c).
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(a) Sample images from various actions.
(b) Corresponding temporal gradient magnitude images.
(c) Thresholded temporal gradient magnitude images.
Figure 4.2: Some examples of ROI detection.
4.2 SHOG Computation
SHOG is ﬁrst proposed by Dalal and Triggs to locate humans in images [7]. In
this chapter, following the method of [6] a reduced variety of SHOG is used to
describe the pose in the frames. The main intuition behind SHOG descriptors is
that shape or pose can be discriminatively described by localized histograms of
gradient orientations.
In SHOG descriptor computation, one ﬁrst needs to estimate spatial gradient
ﬁeld from the given frame. Consider the given frame I as a mapping from spatial
domain to intensity domain, I : R2 7→ R. Its spatial gradient ﬁeld is a vector
ﬁeld, such that Fg : R
2 7→ R2. Fg is estimated in a similar fashion to temporal
gradient estimation. First, I is smoothed spatially with a bivariate Gaussian to
eliminate gradient responses due to noise. Then, derivative of I is taken along
x and y axes separately. Convolution with h = [−1 0 1] discrete ﬁlter is used to
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Figure 4.3: Masking operation of spatial gradient vectors outside the ROI.
approximate derivative operator,
Ix =
(
I ∗ gsp(·, σ2sp)
) ∗ h,
Iy =
(
I ∗ gsp(·, σ2sp)
) ∗ hT ,
where gsp is a 2D Gaussian with zero mean and variance σ
2
sp,
gsp(x, y, σ
2
sp) =
1
2πσ2sp
e−(x
2+y2)/2σ2sp .
Estimated gradient ﬁeld is formed as Fg = [Ix Iy]
T . Since SHOG descriptor is
used to express the pose of subject, gradient vectors arising from background
must be discarded. To retain only gradient vectors computed from points on the
subject, Fg is masked by the binary ROI image as depicted in Figure 4.3. SHOG
computation requires dividing ROI into n cells by rectangular or radial parti-
tioning scheme. In this work, radial (circular) partitioning scheme is employed.
Center of partitioning scheme is selected as the center of binary ROI image as
illustrated in Figure 4.4. After radial partitioning, for each cell, bi, an m bin
histogram, hi, is computed according to the orientations of gradient vectors in
that cell as demonstrated in Figure 4.5. While accumulating gradient vectors
into histograms bins according to their orientations, each vector is weighted by
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Figure 4.4: Center of ROI. Red dot is the center.
ib
=ih
Figure 4.5: SHOG computation process.
its magnitude,
hi(j) =
∑
k ∈ bi
∣∣∣ ~Fgk
∣∣∣ , such that θj ≤
(
∠ ~Fgk
)
< θj+1 and j = 1, . . . ,m.
Each histogram hi is normalized, such that its L2 norm equals to 1. Combining
histograms, hi from all cells into one ﬁnal descriptor fSHOG by simple concate-
nation operation results in SHOG descriptor which is a 1× nm vector,
fSHOG =
[
h1 h2 . . . hn
]
.
4.3 K-means Clustering for Pose Codebook
Construction
Representing an action as a pose sequence requires a previously constructed pose
codebook, or synonymously alphabet or dictionary of poses. A pose codebook is
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a set of pose prototypes, P = {p1, . . . , pK}, where any given frame in an action
can be matched to one of the pose prototypes. In this chapter, to construct such
a codebook, extracted pose descriptors from training actions are clustered into
K clusters by k-means clustering algorithm. At the end of this operation, a
codebook with K pose prototypes being the centers of K clusters is formed.
Assume that q pose descriptors are extracted from the training actions, such
that they form a set Q = {f1, f2, . . . , fq}. Each element fk in the set Q is SHOG
descriptor of a frame in a training action. If descriptors are assumed to be d-
dimensional vectors, then Q can be considered as a point cloud in Rd space. The
aim is to determine the most representative descriptors in set Q. This problem
is solved by k-means clustering algorithm [61], which tries to minimize within-
cluster sum of squared distances,
argmin
C
K∑
i=1
∑
fj ∈ Ci
‖fj − ci‖2,
where C is the set of clusters Ci, such that C = {C1, C2, . . . , CK} and ci is the
center of cluster Ci.
For clustering point set Q into K clusters, standard k-means algorithm which
is explained in Table 4.1 is used. At the end of clustering process, pose codebook
P turns out to be the set of cluster centers, c = {c1, c2, . . . , cK},
P = {pk = ck, k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K}} .
Some example clusters are shown in Figure 4.6. Highlighted regions in images
are detected ROIs.
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Given: a set of points Q = {f1, f2, . . . , fq} and random initial guesses for
centers of clusters, {c(1)1 , c(1)2 , . . . , c(1)K }
Objective: Find a set of clusters C = {C1, C2, . . . , CK} minimizing within-
cluster sum of squared distances.
Step1. Assign each point fj to the cluster with the closest center,
C
(t)
i ⊃ {fj :
∥∥∥fj − c(t)i
∥∥∥2 < ∥∥∥fj − c(t)k
∥∥∥2 ,∀k = 1, 2, . . . , K}
Step2. If assignments don’t change, clustering process is converged. Ter-
minate the process. Else continue with Step 3.
Step3. Update the cluster centers according to recent assignments, and go
back to Step 1,
c
(t+1)
i =
1
|C(t)i |
∑
fj∈C
(t)
i
fj
Table 4.1: Steps of k-means algorithm for clustering Q.
Figure 4.6: Sample clusters obtained by k-means clustering.
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4.4 Pose Sequence Representation of Actions
Pose sequence representation is the process of describing an action as a sequence
of pose prototypes, which are elements of a pose codebook. In the previous
section, it is explained how to build such a codebook. Consider an action video
V consisting of N frames. To construct pose sequence associated with V , ﬁrst
for each frame a pose descriptor fSHOG is computed as explained in sections 4.1
and 4.2. Then, each pose descriptor is assigned to the nearest pose prototype
according to Euclidean distance metric,
si = argmin
j
‖fSHOGi − pj‖2 for j = 1, . . . , K and i = 1, . . . , N.
At the end, V is represented as a pose sequence S = s1s2 . . . sN , where each
element in the sequence corresponds to the nearest pk in the codebook.
4.5 K-fold Cross Validation with 1-NN Classi-
fier
We used K-fold cross-validation classiﬁcation scheme, where the dataset is split
into K subsets. At each classiﬁcation run, exactly one subset is separated as the
test set and the rest is left as the training set. Classiﬁcation runs end when all
the subsets are used as the test set. Overall classiﬁcation rate is estimated as the
average of K runs. At each classiﬁcation run, a 1-NN classiﬁer is trained using the
pose sequences of training videos, {Si | i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,# of training videos}}. In 1-
NN classiﬁer, the similarity metric is the length of Longest Common Subsequence
(LCS), which is commonly used to measure similarity of two sequences [8]. Given
two sequences, Si and Sj LCS returns concatenation of subsequences, which are
common in both sequences. For instance, consider two sequences consisting of
letters, ‘ABCDE’ and ‘BCEF’. LCS between these sequences is ‘BCE’. In this
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Given: Two sequences S1 and S2 with lengths m and n
Objective: Find the length of Longest Common Subseqeunce between S1
and S2.
Method:
Form a (m+ 1)× (n+ 1) matrix D
For i = 1 to m+ 1
Di,0 = 0
For j = 1 to n+ 1
D0,j = 0
For i = 2 to i = m+ 1
For j = 2 to j = n+ 1
If S1(i) = S2(j)
Di,j = Di−1,j−1 + 1
Else:
Di,j = max(Di,j−1,Di−1,j)
Length of LCS is Dm,n.
Table 4.2: Dynamic programming method to compute length of LCS between
two sequences.
work, the length of LCS is computed by the dynamic programming method given
in Table 4.2.
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Chapter 5
Global Histograms of 3D
Gradients based Approach
In this chapter, method of Zelnik-Manor and Irani [9] is slightly modiﬁed to solve
action recognition problem for laboratory animals. Motivation of the method is
that an action recognition system must handle diversities of real-world actions
with no a priori information about the context of the actions. Furthermore, the
system must quickly learn new varieties of actions and do not need too many
parameters to be tuned. Such a system must employ a general framework to de-
scribe action context. Therefore, pursuing a generalized nonparametric activity
modeling is more favorable than following a parametric activity model special-
ized to a restricted set of actions. To build such a generic behavior recognition
system, Zelnik-Manor and Irani made general assumptions, which any action
likely to obey:
• Behavior representation using motion-based features is invariant to photo-
metric eﬀects, such as illumination changes.
• Behaviors are random space-time processes and can be described by an
underlying probability density function (pdf).
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Figure 5.1: Main blocks of spatio-temporal gradients based approach.
• Spatio-temporal gradient vectors computed from raw video intensity values
are samples of the underlying process.
• Behaviors consist of diﬀerent temporal resolutions.
• Two behaviors are similar if their probability density functions at corre-
sponding temporal resolutions are similar.
In order to realize above assumptions, any given action is decomposed into dif-
ferent temporal resolutions by constructing a temporal pyramid of the video.
Histograms of 3D gradients computed at each level of the temporal pyramid are
used to empirically approximate underlying multidimensional probability density
functions associated with the action. Classiﬁcation of a given action is carried
out by using a 1-NN classiﬁer based on Chi-square (χ2) distance between ap-
proximated pdfs. An overview of the modiﬁed method is given in Figure 5.1.
5.1 Temporal Video Pyramid Construction
To capture diﬀerent temporal resolutions for a given video, a temporal video
pyramid has to be built. First level in the pyramid is the given video itself.
Video volume at level (l + 1), V (l+1), in the pyramid can be constructed by
convolving the video volume at level (l), V (l), with a smoothing Gaussian gs
along the temporal axis and downsampling blurred video by 2 along the time
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Figure 5.2: Illustration of temporal video pyramid construction.
axis,
V
(l)
b = V
(l)(x, y, t) ∗ gs,
V (l+1)(x, y, t) = V
(l)
b (x, y, 2t),
where V
(l)
b is the blurred video volume at level (l). Here, gs is a 1D Gaussian
with zero mean and variance σ2s . Due to downsampling operation by 2, temporal
extent of V (l+1) is half of V (l)’s. A graphical illustration of temporal pyramid
construction is shown in Figure 5.2.
5.2 Spatio-temporal Gradient Computation
Spatio-temporal gradient computation is performed for all levels of temporal
pyramid,
(
V (l)x , V
(l)
y , V
(l)
t
)
=
(
∂V (l)
∂x
,
∂V (l)
∂y
,
∂V (l)
∂t
)
for l = 1, . . . , lmax,
where lmax is the number of levels in the temporal pyramid. Gradient computa-
tion results in lmax gradient ﬁelds each with 3 components, (Vx, Vy, Vt).
Temporal component of gradient vectors, Vt, encodes the rate of change in
V along time axis. Space-time points with larger temporal gradients are more
likely to correspond to points of interest i. e., points participated in the action.
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Likewise, space-time points which are part of the background probably have
smaller temporal gradients. To eliminate background and take only foreground
information into account, points whose temporal gradient component lower than
a threshold are discarded. Notice that this operation is equivalent to a rough
spatio-temporal segmentation. A space-time point (x, y, t) in video volume V (l)
is discarded if its temporal gradient satisﬁes below inequality,
∣∣∣V (l)t (x, y, t)
∣∣∣− µ(l)t < γσ(l)t , (x, y, t) ∈ V (l).
In the above inequality, µ
(l)
t and σ
(l)
t are empirical mean and standard deviation of
temporal gradient magnitudes, {|V (l)t (x, y, t)|, (x, y, t) ∈ V (l)}. γ is a constant to
adjust the threshold value. Here, magnitudes of temporal gradients are assumed
to obey a Gaussian distribution. Points whose temporal gradient magnitude
deviates from empirical mean more than γσ
(l)
t are assumed to have signiﬁcant
amount of temporal variation.
Gradient vectors are locally normal to the space-time volume, thus orienta-
tions of gradient vectors characterizes shape of the volume. On the other hand,
gradient magnitudes usually arise from photometric properties, such as contrast
and illumination. To suppress the eﬀect of magnitude as much as possible, gra-
dient vectors are normalized such that their L2 norm is 1. In addition, abso-
lute value of normalized gradient vectors is taken, so that invariance to negated
contrast diﬀerences (e. g. dark object/light background or light object/dark
background) and direction of the action (e. g. right-to-left or left-to-right) is
ensured. Normalized gradient vectors are computed as,
(
N (l)x , N
(l)
y , N
(l)
t
)
=
(∣∣∣V (l)x
∣∣∣ , ∣∣∣V (l)y
∣∣∣ , ∣∣∣V (l)t
∣∣∣)√(
V
(l)
x
)2
+
(
V
(l)
y
)2
+
(
V
(l)
t
)2 . (5.1)
At the end of gradient computation and normalization, each space-time point
(x, y, t) is represented by a 3lmax × 1 vector,
[
N
(1)
x (x, y, t) N
(1)
y (x, y, t) N
(1)
t (x, y, t) N
(2)
x (x, y, t) . . . N
(lmax)
t (x, y, t)
]
.
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5.3 Pdf Approximation
In order to think actions as 3D statistical random processes, one needs to ﬁnd an
underlying pdf which generates the observations, which are normalized gradient
vectors, {N (l)k , l = 1, . . . , lmax and k ∈ {x, y, t}} in our case. To approximate such
a pdf, histograms of observations can be constructed. Since each observation is a
3lmax-dimensional vector, actual pdf can be approximated by a 3lmax-dimensional
histogram. However, for lmax = 3 case and assuming 256 bins for each histogram
dimension, we end up a histogram of size 2569, which is quite high for today’s
computers. Instead, one can assume that components of 3lmax-dimensional gra-
dient vectors are statistically independent from each other. It is a very strong
assumption, but individual histogram channels might be discriminative enough
[9]. So for a given space-time volume (action), 3lmax 1D histograms for each com-
ponent of the 3lmax-dimensional gradient vectors are constructed. At the end, i
th
action in the dataset is represented by 3lmax 1D histograms,
fi =
{
h(1)x , h
(1)
y , h
(1)
t , h
(2)
x , . . . , h
(lmax)
t
}
,
where h
(l)
k is a 1D histogram of the normalized gradient component, N
(l)
k .
In order to analyze the discriminative power of computed descriptors, for the
case lmax = 3 we construct 9 1D histograms for each action sample, compute
the mean histograms for each action class, smooth the mean histograms and
plot mean histograms corresponding to same temporal levels. Figure 5.3 shows
smoothed mean histograms for each action class and gradient component at 3
temporal scales. Notice that for some gradient components and temporal scales
actions can be discriminated easily.
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Figure 5.3: Mean histograms of gradient components for 5 actions at temporal
scales l = 1, 2, 3.
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5.4 1-NN Classification with Chi-square Dis-
tance
For classiﬁcation, leave-one-out cross validation scheme with 1-NN classiﬁer is
employed. Leave-one-out cross validation scheme requires that at each classiﬁ-
cation run only one action is separated as the test set and the remaining actions
are retained as the training set. Classiﬁcation runs are repeated until each action
in the dataset is used exactly once as the test set. Distance metric used in 1-NN
classiﬁer is χ2 distance. For this application, χ2 distance between actions Vi and
Vj is given as,
χ2(Vi, Vj) =
1
3lmax
∑
k
∑
l
∑
m
[
h
(l)
ik (m)− h(l)jk (m)
]2
h
(l)
ik (m) + h
(l)
jk (m)
k ∈ {x, y, t},
l = 1, . . . , lmax,
m = 1, . . . , # of bins.
(5.2)
For instance, to classify a given test action VT, its descriptor fT is computed
as explained in the sections 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3. χ2 distances between fT and de-
scriptors of remaining actions in the dataset are computed. Since 1-NN classiﬁer
is used, class of the action is assigned to the class of the nearest action in the
remaining dataset.
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Chapter 6
Sparse 3D Harris Corners and
HOG-HOF based Approach
Sparse keypoints are special points in space-time, where signiﬁcant amount of
variation occurs in both space and time. Therefore, the vicinity of the keypoints
exhibits rich information about the content of the video. To represent a given
video in terms of keypoints, ﬁrst one needs to localize those special points in the
video. Afterwards, a keypoint is represented by a descriptor, which is extracted
from the neighborhood of the keypoint. To represent a video clip in a com-
pact way, extracted keypoint descriptors are labeled according to a previously
computed codebook. The codebook is constructed by clustering the keypoint
descriptors extracted from training data. At the end, a video is described by a
histogram of keypoint types. This approach is the well known bag-of-words ap-
proach. In classiﬁcation part, one just needs to classify the histograms associated
with the videos.
In this chapter, action recognition for laboratory animals is addressed by
applying the bag-of-words approach following the method of [10]. Locations
of keypoints are determined by using a 3D extension of Harris corner detector
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Figure 6.1: Main blocks of sparse keypoint based approach.
[19]. To describe the keypoints, histograms of oriented gradients (HOG) and
histograms of oriented optical ﬂows (HOF) are computed from the space-time
vicinity of detected keypoints. To form the codebook, HOG-HOF descriptors
associated with each localized keypoint are clustered by k-means clustering al-
gorithm. One can assume that after clustering we have K diﬀerent types of
keypoints, where K is the number of clusters in k-means. For a given video with
its keypoint features, each keypoint in the video is matched to the closest cluster
center in the codebook. As a result, the given video is represented as a set of
keypoint types. Histograming the types of the keypoints will generate a compact
descriptor for the given video. Note that this procedure is a simple application
of the bag-of-words approach, where the bag and words correspond to the given
video and the keypoints, respectively. After these steps, classifying the histogram
of keypoint types becomes equivalent to classifying the video. Nearest neighbor
(1-NN) and support vector machine (SVM) classiﬁers are used to classify the his-
tograms associated with the videos. In addition, due to high amount of pattern
variations in the dataset K-fold cross validation scheme is carried out. Figure 6.1
summarizes main steps of the method. In the following sections, greater detail
on each block will be given.
6.1 Sparse Keypoint Localization by 3D Harris
Corner Detector
The idea of Harris corner detector is to locate 2D space points (x, y), where gross
amount of variation occurs in pixel intensities in both directions [62]. Multi-scale
Harris detector is a generalized form of Harris detector over multiple spatial scales
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by making use of Gaussian scale-space. Laptev and Lindaberg [19, 21, 63, 64]
extended the multi-scale Harris detector to 3D case and proposed 3D Harris
corner detector. Conventional and multi-scale Harris corner detectors will be
explained as background information in the following subsections.
6.1.1 Harris Corner Detector
The image function I(x, y) is assumed to be a mapping from spatial domain to
the intensity domain, such that I : R2 7→ R. If an image patch is taken
over the area (x, y) and shifted by (δx, δy), weighted sum of squared diﬀerence
(SSD) between the original and shifted patches gives a measure on the similarity
of patches, E:
E(δx, δy) =
∑
x
∑
y
W (x, y) [I(x+ δx, y + δy)− I(x, y)]2, (6.1)
where W (x, y) is the weighting function deﬁned over the patch (x, y). W (x, y)
can be constant or an isotropic 2D Gaussian. Assuming that the shift (δx, δy) is
small enough, I(x+ δx, y + δy) can be approximated by its Taylor expansion:
I(x+ δx, y + δy) ≈ I(x, y) + Ix(x, y)δx+ Iy(x, y)δy, (6.2)
where Ix and Iy are partial derivatives of I(x, y) with respect to x and y, respec-
tively. Substituting (6.2) in (6.1), we obtain:
E(δx, δy) ≈
∑
x
∑
y
W (x, y) [Ix(x, y)δx− Iy(x, y)δy]2. (6.3)
Rewriting equation (6.3) as a matrix equation:
E(δx, δy) ≈
[
δx δy
]
H(x, y)

δx
δy

 , (6.4)
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where H(x, y) is a second moment matrix:
H(x, y) =
∑
x
∑
y
W (x, y)

 I2x(x, y) Ix(x, y)Iy(x, y)
Ix(x, y)Iy(x, y) I
2
y (x, y)


=


∑
x
∑
yW (x, y)I
2
x(x, y)
∑
x
∑
yW (x, y)Ix(x, y)Iy(x, y)∑
x
∑
yW (x, y)Ix(x, y)Iy(x, y)
∑
x
∑
yW (x, y)I
2
y (x, y)

 .
Note that elements of the matrix H are weighted sums of image derivatives over
the patch (x, y). Harris and Stephens claimed that there is a corner at the center
of patch (x, y), if the shift (δx, δy) in any direction causes large increments in E.
Eigenvalues of H characterize the response of E to the shift (δx, δy). Notice that
H is symmetric and positive deﬁnite, therefore eigenvalues λ1 and λ2 are both
positive. By further analysis of λ1 and λ2, one can deduce that:
• If both λ1 and λ2 are very small i. e., λ1 ≈ 0 and λ2 ≈ 0, the pixel at
the center of patch (x, y) doesn’t have any corner, furthermore it is a ﬂat
region.
• If one of the eigenvalues is very small and the other is signiﬁcantly large,
such as λ1 ≫ λ2 and λ2 ≈ 0, then the pixel at the center of a patch is an
edge.
• If both λ1 and λ2 are large, then the pixel is a corner point.
Harris and Stephens deﬁned a corner response function R(x, y) based on deter-
minant and trace of H to avoid high computational cost of explicit eigenvalue
decomposition:
R(x, y) = det(H(x, y))− k tr2(H(x, y))
= λ1λ2 − k (λ1 + λ2)2.
In order to locate corner points, one needs to ﬁnd positive local maxima of
R(x, y). Consider the ratios of eigenvalues α = λ1/λ2 for a local maxima of
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(a) Original image. (b) Corner response function. (c) Detected Harris corners.
Figure 6.2: Harris corner detection example on a real world image.
R(x, y). Relation between k and α is given as:
k ≤ α
(1 + α)2
.
If we let k = 0.25, then local maxima of R(x, y) will occur at α = 1 i. e.,
λ1 = λ2. Considering that real world images probably don’t have too many
ideally isotropic corner points, it is better to allow higher values for the ratio
of eigenvalues, so that local maxima of R(x, y) will correspond to points with
more elongated shape. Commonly k is set to 0.04 in the literature, which results
in α < 23. Harris corner detector is applied to a real world image shown in
Figure 6.2(a). In Figure 6.2(b) and 6.2(c), corner response function and detected
corner points are illustrated, respectively.
6.1.2 Multi-scale Generalization of Harris Corner Detec-
tor
The idea behind the multi-scale Harris corner detector is to locate corners at
diﬀerent spatial scales. Consider the image illustrated in Figure 6.3. Notice that
leaves of the trees in the image introduce ﬁne level details, where windows of
the building give rise to coarser details. In order to detect corners at multiple
spatial levels, one needs to construct scale-space representation of the image
I(x, y) [65, 66, 67, 68], L : R2 × R+ 7→ R,
L(x, y, σ2l ) = gl(x, y, σ
2
l ) ∗ I(x, y),
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Figure 6.3: An image with diﬀerent levels of detail.
where (∗) is convolution operator and g(x, y, σ2l ) is a zero-mean 2D Gaussian
with variance σ2l ,
gl(x, y, σ
2
l ) =
1
2πσ2l
e−(x
2+y2)/2σ2
l .
Similar to conventional Harris corner detector, a second moment matrix for a
given scale σ2l integrated over a Gaussian window gi(x, y, σ
2
i ) [69, 70, 71] is deﬁned
as follows,
µs(x, y, σ
2
l , σ
2
i ) = gi(x, y, σ
2
i ) ∗

 L2x LxLy
LxLy L
2
y

 , (6.5)
where Lx and Ly are partial derivatives of L with respect to x and y, respectively,
Lx = ∂x( gl(x, y, σ
2
l ) ∗ I(x, y) ),
Ly = ∂y( gl(x, y, σ
2
l ) ∗ I(x, y) ).
Due to interchangeability of differentiation and convolution operators, Lx and
Ly can be computed by convolving I(x, y) with Gaussian derivatives,
Lx = ∂x(gl(x, y, σ
2
l )) ∗ I(x, y),
Ly = ∂y(gl(x, y, σ
2
l )) ∗ I(x, y).
Integration and scale-space Gaussian kernel variances are proportional to each
other with a factor ζs, σ
2
i = ζsσ
2
l . In the literature ζs is selected from the interval
[2, 4].
Notice that µs, gi(x, y, σ
2
i ), and (Lx, Ly) are analogous to H, W (x, y), and
(Ix, Iy) in the conventional Harris corner detector, respectively. Similarly, by
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Figure 6.4: Scale-space representation of an image for 6 levels of scale.
Figure 6.5: Harris Corners detected at multiple spatial scales. Detected corners
are at the centers of the circles. Size of the circles indicate the spatial scale at
which the corner is detected.
analyzing eigenvalues of multi-scale second moment matrix µs, same inferences
in subsection 6.1.1 on the cornerness of a point can be made. Corner response
function in multi-scale Harris corner detector turns out to be,
Ms(x, y, σ
2
l , σ
2
i ) = det(µs(x, y, σ
2
l , σ
2
i ))− k tr2(µs(x, y, σ2l , σ2i )).
Corners with diﬀerent size in images can be detected by determining local max-
ima of Ms computed at diﬀering values of scales σ
2
l . Scale-space representation
of the image in Figure 6.2(a) is illustrated in Figure 6.4. Detected Harris corners
at diﬀerent spatial scales are shown in Figure 6.5.
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6.1.3 3D Harris Corner Detector
Laptev and Lindeberg extended the idea of the multi-scale Harris corner detector
to spatio-temporal dimensions and proposed 3D Harris corner detector [19, 21,
63, 64, 72]. Analogous to the multi-scale Harris corner detector, 3D Harris corner
detector operator gives signiﬁcant amount of response to points, which exhibit
space-time discontinuities.
Consider an image sequence or a video clip as a mapping from spatio-temporal
domain to pixel intensity domain, such that V : R2 × R 7→ R. Scale-space
representation of V at level l is generated by convolution of V with a zero-mean
Gaussian kernel with spatial variance σ2l and temporal variance τ
2
l ,
L(x, y, t, σ2l , τ
2
l ) = g(x, y, t, σ
2
l , τ
2
l ) ∗ V (x, y, t), (6.6)
where g is a separable Gaussian,
g(x, y, t, σ2l , τ
2
l ) =
1
2πσ2l
exp
(−(x2 + y2)
2σ2l
)
1√
2πτl
exp
(−t2
2τ 2l
)
.
To detect space-time corners, 2 × 2 second moment matrix in the multi-scale
Harris corner detector is extended to a 3 × 3 second moment matrix formed of
spatial and temporal derivatives of L. In a similar way, 2D integrating Gaussian
kernel is replaced by a 3D Gaussian kernel gi(x, y, t, σ
2
i , τ
2
i ),
µst = gi(x, y, t, σ
2
i , τ
2
i ) ∗


L2x LxLy LxLt
LxLy L
2
y LyLt
LxLt LyLt L
2
t

 , (6.7)
where Lx, Ly and Lt are ﬁrst-order derivatives of L with respect to space-time
dimensions,
Lx = ∂x(gl(x, y, t, σ
2
l , τ
2
l )) ∗ V (x, y, t),
Ly = ∂y(gl(x, y, t, σ
2
l , τ
2
l )) ∗ V (x, y, t),
Lt = ∂t(gl(x, y, t, σ
2
l , τ
2
l )) ∗ V (x, y, t).
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Scales of scale-space and integrating Gaussian kernels are related to each other
by a factor, σ2i = ζspσ
2
l and τ
2
i = ζspτ
2
l .
Large values for eigenvalues of µst, λ1, λ2, and λ3, indicate presence of a
space-time corner. Laptev and Lindeberg simply deﬁned spatio-temporal corner
response function by considering determinant and trace of µst as in the multi-
scale Harris corner detector,
Mst = det(µst)− k tr3(µst)
= λ1λ2λ3 − k(λ1 + λ2 + λ3)3.
(6.8)
Space-time corners at the spatial scale σl and the temporal scale τl are located at
positive local maxima ofMst. To set k to a reasonable value, ratios of eigenvalues,
α = λ2/λ1 and β = λ3/λ1 are analyzed as in the 2D case. For the positive local
maxima of Mst i. e., Mst ≥ 0, replacing the ratios of eigenvalues in (6.8),
0 ≥ λ31(αβ − k(1 + α+ β)3).
Therefore, k is related to α and β through the following inequality,
k ≤ αβ
(1 + α+ β)3
.
Allowing α < 23 and β < 23 results in k ≈ 0.005. To detect 3D corners
at multiple spatial and temporal scales, Mst is constructed for a set of scales
σl = 2
(i+1)/2, i = 1, 2, . . . , n and τl = 2
j/2, j = 1, 2, . . . ,m and local maxima are
located. In Figure 6.6(a), some sample images from an image sequence are illus-
trated. Detected spatio-temporal corners are shown in Figure 6.6(b). Similar to
Figure 6.5, locations of detected corners are the centers of the circles. Radius of
the circles points out the scale at which the corner is detected.
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(a) Sample images from an image sequence.
(b) Detected 3D corners.
Figure 6.6: 3D corner detection for an image sequence with multiple spatial and
temporal scales.
6.2 HOG & HOF Feature Extraction
Histograms of oriented gradients (HOG) and histograms of optical ﬂow (HOF)
are simple but eﬀective descriptors commonly used in computer vision for fea-
ture matching, recognition and object detection. The central idea behind HOG
and HOF descriptors is to divide an image or video patch into smaller patches,
compute histograms of orientations of gradient or optical ﬂow vectors from each
small patch and lastly concatenate all of the histograms into one descriptor for
the given patch. They are highly inspired from Scale Invariant Feature Trans-
form (SIFT) proposed by Lowe [25]. Lowe discovered the discriminative power
of localized gradient orientation histograms and built the SIFT descriptor on
it. The key point in SIFT is to compute histograms of orientations, not the
amplitudes of gradient vectors, since orientation is much more important than
amplitude in characterizing the spatial appearance as suggested by Zelnik-Manor
and Irani [73]. Another key idea in SIFT is to compute localized histograms over
a given patch to avoid disregarding positional dependency or structure of the
visual units in the patch.
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There has been a number of varieties of HOG descriptors proposed by diﬀerent
researchers. Dalal and Triggs described a densely sampled HOG descriptor in
order to detect humans in images [7]. Laptev and Perez used a spatial HOG
descriptor in conjunction with a HOF descriptor to detect actions in movies [74].
Kla¨ser, Marsza lek, and Schmid extended HOG descriptor to spatio-temporal
domain for usage in action recognition [20].
HOF descriptor is very similar to HOG descriptor except that it is based on
optical ﬂow vectors instead of gradient vectors. In the HOF case, optical ﬂow
vectors between two consecutive frames are estimated by the method proposed
by Lucas and Kanade [75] and orientations of optical ﬂow vectors are quantized
in a similar fashion to HOG descriptor. HOF descriptors are frequently used
among computer vision society for human detection in videos and human action
recognition [32, 35, 76, 77].
In this chapter following the method of [10], to describe each detected 3D
Harris corner point HOG and HOF descriptors are extracted from the spatio-
temporal vicinity (cuboid) of the detected corner. Since HOF descriptor is very
similar to HOG, details of descriptor computation will be given for only HOG.
6.2.1 HOG Descriptor Computation
Consider a 3D Harris corner at point (xc, yc, tc) in the video space-time volume
detected at the spatial and the temporal scales, σl and τl, respectively. Extent
of the cuboid Ω, (∆x,∆y,∆t), is selected as an integral multiple of the spatial
and the temporal detection scales, such that ∆x,∆y = 2ζσl and ∆t = 2ζτl. ζ
is a scale factor and usually selected empirically. The cuboid Ω is deﬁned as,
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Figure 6.7: Illustration of HOG and HOF computation.
∀(xi, yi, ti) ∈ Ω, satisfying,
xc − ζσl ≤ xi ≤ xc + ζσl,
yc − ζσl ≤ yi ≤ yc + ζσl,
tc − ζτl ≤ ti ≤ tc + ζτl.
An example of a corner point and its surrounding cuboid are illustrated in Fig-
ure 6.7.
Similar to the state of the art SIFT descriptor, each cuboid Ω is partitioned
into ηx × ηy × ηt grid of blocks. For instance, the cuboid shown in Figure 6.7 is
partitioned into 3 × 3 × 2 blocks. Size of each block is equal and for a general
block it is given as (∆xb,∆yb,∆tb) = (2ζσl/ηx, 2ζσl/ηy, 2ζτl/ηt). Therefore, a
block is a small voxel in the video space-time volume consisting of 2ζτl/ηt image
patches with size (2ζσl/ηx, 2ζσl/ηy). From each block bijk, gradient orientation
histograms hijk are computed as shown in Figure 6.7. For a given block bijk
for each image patch in the block, a gradient vector ﬁeld Fg : R
2 7→ R2 is
computed spatially. Thus, each space-time point (x, y, t) within the block bijk is
associated to a 2D dimensional gradient vector ~G = [gx gy]
T . To construct hijk,
orientations of all gradient vectors are quantized by projecting them onto the
unit vectors ~uθ, where θ ∈ {0, 90, 180, 270},
hijk(θ) =
∑
m ∈ bijk
Γ(~uθ · ~Gm),
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where Γ function is deﬁned as,
Γ(x) =


0 if x ≤ 0
x if x > 0
.
Lastly, hijk is normalized such that its L2 norm equals to 1. Combining nor-
malized histograms hijk from all blocks into one ﬁnal descriptor fHOG by simple
concatenation operation results in HOG descriptor,
fHOG =
{
hijk | ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , ηx},∀j ∈ {1, . . . , ηy} and ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , ηt}
}
.
Resultant fHOG descriptor is a 1× 4ηxηyηt vector.
Spatial Gradient Computation for HOG Descriptor
To compute gradient vector ﬁeld Fg : R
2 7→ R2 for each image patch within
a block, each patch is ﬁrst smoothed by convolution with a 2D Gaussian kernel
gsp, then convolved with a 1D ﬁlter h = [−1 0 1]. Note that the ﬁlter h is an
approximation to partial derivative operator. Components of gradient vector
ﬁeld are given as,
Gx(·; ·; t) = (bijk(·; ·; t) ∗ gsp(·; ·;σsp)) ∗ h,
Gy(·; ·; t) = (bijk(·; ·; t) ∗ gsp(·; ·;σsp)) ∗ hT ,
where bijk(·; ·; t) is the image patch at time t in the block bijk. Gx(·; ·; t) and
Gy(·; ·; t) are horizontal and vertical components of gradient vector ﬁeld for the
image patch bijk(·; ·; t). Smoothing Gaussian kernel has zero mean and standard
deviation σsp = 1. An example of gradient vector ﬁeld estimation for a real world
image is shown in Figure 6.8.
6.2.2 HOF Descriptor Computation
HOF descriptors are computed in a similar fashion to HOG descriptors. Major
diﬀerence is that optical ﬂow vector ﬁeld is used instead of gradient vector ﬁeld
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(a) Original real world image. (b) Gradient vectors overlaid on original image.
Figure 6.8: An example of spatial gradient estimation.
in HOF. In addition, number of orientation bins in hijk is 5 in contrast to HOG
case. In HOF case, there is an additional bin in hijk representing no motion
i. e., magnitude of the optical ﬂow vector is zero. Therefore, resultant HOF
descriptor is a 1 × 5ηxηyηt vector. In the following part, Lucas-Kanade optical
ﬂow estimation is explained in detail.
Lucas-Kanade Optical Flow Method
Optical ﬂow estimation is used to determine motion between two image frames
at time t and t + δt. Fundamental assumption in Lucas-Kanade optical ﬂow
method is that all pixels within a local image patch are subjected to same
ﬂow. Consider an image patch centered at location (x, y). Constant local
ﬂow assumption applies as suﬃciently small translations of the patch in space
and time, (δx, δy, δt), do not introduce any changes on pixel intensities i. e.,
I(x, y, t) = I(x+ δx, y+ δy, t+ δt) for all the pixels in the patch. Approximating
the translated image function by its Taylor expansion around the point (x, y, t),
I(x+ δx, t+ δy, t+ δt) ≈ I(x, y, t) + Ixδx+ Iyδy + Itδt, (6.9)
where Ix, Iy, and It are partial derivatives of I with respect to x, y, and t, re-
spectively. Assuming that the patch centered at (x, y) and translated patch are
equal in pixel intensities:
Ixδx+ Iyδy + Itδt ≈ 0. (6.10)
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Dividing left-hand side of (6.10) by δt:
Ix
δx
δt
+ Iy
δy
δt
+ It ≈ 0,
Ixvx + Iyvy + It ≈ 0,
where vx and vy are components of optical ﬂow along x and y axes. Transforming
optical ﬂow equation into matrix form,
∇I · vT ≈ −It, (6.11)
where v = [vx vy]. Constant local ﬂow assumption requires that (6.11) must hold
for all pixels of the patch. Therefore, a set of linear equations can be constructed
in the form, 

∇I1
∇I2
...
∇In



vx
vy

 =


−It1
−It2
...
−Itn


, (6.12)
where n is the number of pixels within the patch. Equation (6.12) obeys the
general form of system of linear equations i. e., Ax = b. Solution for x is
given as x = (ATA)−1(AT b) using pseudo-inverse of A. Applying same technique
on (6.12) [vx vy]
T can be solved as,

vx
vy

 =


∑n
i=1 I
2
xi
∑n
i=1 IxiIyi∑n
i=1 IxiIyi
∑n
i=1 I
2
yi


−1 

∑n
i=1−IxiIti∑n
i=1−IyiIti

 . (6.13)
To give more importance to the pixels closer to patch center (x, y) in the solution
of [vx vy]
T , partial derivatives Ix, Iy, and It can be windowed by a weighting
function such as a 2D Gaussian. An example of Lucas-Kanade optical ﬂow
estimation is illustrated in Figure 6.9.
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(a) First image (b) Second image
(c) Lucas-Kanade optical flow vectors (d) A close look to optical flow vectors
Figure 6.9: An example of Lucas-Kanade optical ﬂow estimation.
6.3 K-means Clustering for Codebook Con-
struction
To describe a given video by bag of words model, a previously constructed code-
book is needed. In this chapter, such a codebook is a set of principal descriptors,
codewords, where one can describe a video in terms of codewords. Construction
of required codebook is carried out by k-means clustering algorithm in a very
similar way to section 4.3. Same as section 4.3, a descriptor set Q is formed by
extracting q descriptors from training videos. The only diﬀerence is that descrip-
tors are computed by using 3D Harris corner detector and HOG & HOF process.
Resultant codebook is in the form E = {e1, e2, . . . , eK}, where each element ek is
a codeword.
6.4 Bag of Words Representation of Videos
Bag-of-words is a simple, compact yet eﬀective model widely used in image and
video representation [10, 22, 60, 78, 79, 80]. In bag-of-words model, a given
video with its keypoint descriptors is expressed as a collection of words from a
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previously constructed codebook. In this chapter, codebook is constructed by
k-means clustering of the descriptor set Q as explained in previous section.
To represent any given video, ﬁrst descriptors, {fi | i = 1, . . . , n}, are com-
puted for each detected 3D Harris corner in the video volume. Here, n is the
number of detected Harris corners. Each descriptor fi is assigned to the nearest
codeword in the codebook,
υi = argmin
j
‖fi − ej‖2 for j = 1, . . . , K and i = 1, . . . , n,
where υi is the type of descriptor fi and ej is the j
th codeword in the codebook
E . After all descriptors are assigned, a histogram, A, with K bins, describing the
distribution of codewords in the video is computed. Simply each histogram bin
indicates the number of occurrences of associated codeword in the video. Lastly,
A is normalized such that it sums to 1. Notice that bag-of-words model does
not take into account geometrical and spatial relations between descriptors, thus
resulting in an unordered representation.
6.5 K-fold Cross-Validation Classification with
1-NN or SVM Classifier
In this chapter similar to section 4.5, K-fold cross validation is employed to mea-
sure classiﬁcation performance. At each classiﬁcation run in K-fold cross valida-
tion, either a 1-NN classiﬁer or radial basis support vector machine classiﬁer [81]
is learned using the histograms, {Ai | i = 1, . . . ,# of training videos}. Since
action recognition in this thesis is a multi-class recognition problem, one-against
all SVM classiﬁers are trained for each behavior using PRTools toolbox of In-
formation and Communication Theory Group in Delft University of Technology
[82].
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Chapter 7
Experimental Results
For the evaluation and comparison of action recognition methods discussed in
previous chapters, MATLAB implementations of these methods are tested on
a publicly available mice action dataset recorded by Computer Vision group at
University of California San Diego (UCSD) [22]. In this chapter, we test the
performance of proposed action recognition framework by utilizing the method
described in Chapter 2 as the ﬁrst stage and one of the methods explained in
Chapters 3, 4, 5, and 6 as the second stage. We analyze weakness and strength of
each method according to its recognition performance. In addition we compare
recognition results achieved by each method with those of Dollar et. al [22]
and Jhuang et. al [38] who worked on the same dataset. In this chapter, ﬁrst
we describe the dataset used. Then, we demonstrate the results for the ﬁrst
stage in our framework. Rest of the chapter is composed of sections reserved for
the second stage methods and comparisons of those with each other and with
related studies. In the following sections for convenience we refer the methods in
Chapters 3, 4, 5, and 6 asDWT-HMM, SHOG, 3DGrads, and SparseHOG,
respectively.
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Action class no. of occurence
drinking 17
eating 144
exploring 183
grooming 40
sleeping 46
Table 7.1: Distribution of action classes in UCSD mice action dataset.
As it will be explained in next section, occurrences of action classes in the
dataset are not same. Therefore, we evaluate recognition performances of meth-
ods in two diﬀerent aspects, overall recognition rate (ORR) and mean of indi-
vidual behavior recognition rate (MD). ORR is simply deﬁned as,
ORR =
no. of correctly classified video clips
no. of video clips in the dataset
On the other hand, MD is given as,
MD =
1
|L|
|L|∑
i=1
no. of correctly classified video clips with class ℓi
no. of video clips in the dataset with class ℓi
,
where L is the set of class labels.
7.1 Dataset
UCSD mice action dataset consists of short video clips manually cut from
seven ﬁfteen–minute videos of the same mouse recorded at diﬀerent times of
a day. In this dataset, there are ﬁve action classes, namely drinking, eating,
exploring, grooming, and sleeping. Occurrence of each action class in the
dataset is depicted in Table 7.1. Notice that the dataset mostly consists of
eating and exploring action classes. On the other hand, grooming, sleeping,
and drinking action classes comprise approximately 10%, 10%, and 4% of the
dataset, respectively.
Although there are ﬁve classes in the dataset, we notice serious pattern vari-
ations among intra-class behaviors. For instance, during grooming action the
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mouse may lick its forefeet in a rapid fashion or lick other body parts such as its
rearfeet and tail very slowly. Furthermore, if the mouse cleans its head with its
forefeet by exhibiting large and quasi-periodic arm movements, then this action
is again counted as grooming. Similarly, climbing onto walls of cage, wandering
inside the cage, digging the litter in the cage, looking around without body move-
ment and combinations of these actions are all annotated as exploring action.
Therefore, mouse actions turn out to be multimodal patterns.
It is worth to say a few words on properties of the video clips. Each video
clip corresponds to one action and lasts about 10–15 seconds. Resolution diﬀers
from clip to clip. However, mouse is at the spatial center of the frame most of
the time. Average mouse diameter is 120 pixels, but it can stretch or compress
signiﬁcantly due to its highly deformable body.
7.2 Experimental Results for the First Stage
We apply the ﬁrst stage of our framework to UCSD mice action dataset in order
to eliminate sleeping action. First, dataset is split into two sets as training
and testing sets. Using the action videos in training sets Gaussian distributions,
GS and GNS are learned for sleeping and non-sleeping actions as described in
Chapter 2, respectively. In order to estimate mean and variance of GS, we exploit
5 sleeping videos. On the other hand, parameters of GNS are estimated from
2, 14, 19, and 4 instances of drinking, eating, exploring, and grooming ac-
tions, respectively. In fact, training set corresponds to 10% of the whole dataset.
In Figure 7.1, we plot GS and GNS learned from training set videos. 100% clas-
siﬁcation accuracy at discriminating sleeping from other action classes proves
our assumption that sleeping can be classiﬁed by just examining the spanned
area during behavior.
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Figure 7.1: Gaussian distributions, GS and GNS learned from real data.
In our action recognition framework, ﬁrst stage is common for all the second
stage methods. Therefore, classiﬁcation accuracy of sleeping action class is
reported as 100% in experimental results of second stage methods.
7.3 Experimental Results for DWT and HMM
based Method
In this section, as second stage of our action recognition framework, DWT-
HMM method, explained in Chapter 3, is used and tested on UCSD mice action
dataset. Recognition performance is illustrated by confusion matrices which are
commonly used for visualization in multi-class cases. Each row i in a confusion
matrix represents the number of class predictions for an action whose actual class
was i. In this study, normalized confusion matrices are formed by normalizing
the rows of the confusion matrices, such that sum of each row equals 1.
Since we employ “leave one out cross validation” scheme for DWT-HMM
method in order to classify a test action VT, we ﬁrst train one HMM model for
each video in the remaining of dataset as explained in Chapter 3. Then, we
assign the class of VT, ℓT to the class of HMM model, which gives the highest
probability that observation sequence OT associated with VT is generated by
that model.
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Best recognition performance achieved by DWT-HMM method is shown
in Figure 7.2. As seen from Figure 7.2, only eating action is successfully dis-
criminated from other action classes. 100% success rate for sleeping action
is inherited from the ﬁrst stage. Remaining actions are heavily confused with
each other. We believe that DWT-HMM method is able to successfully clas-
sify eating action, because most of ASIs associated with eating actions have
similar appearance i. e., eating action turns out to be unimodal. On the other
hand, intra-class variances of ASIs generated by other actions are quite high. We
deduce that there are no consistent patterns in other actions to be modeled by
HMMs. In other words ASIs generated by other action classes are too random
even for HMMs. Besides, it is our belief that in most cases T is too short for
training reliable HMMs. Call that the length of observation sequences was given
as T = NSIMSI in subsection 3.3.1. One may increase NSI and MSI by dividing
bounding box image BB into smaller subimages. However, decreasing the size
of subimages gradually disregards spatial relation between pixels of BB, which
will eventually decrease the quality of observation symbols and introduce inac-
curacies in estimation of HMM parameters. Therefore, we believe that there is
a lower bound on the size of subimages, which imposes an upper bound on the
length of observation sequences. Considering experimental results performed by
DWT-HMM, that upper bound is not suﬃcient to train reliable HMMs in our
case.
Although we don’t believe that parameter tuning will improve recognition
rates of DWT-HMM, we search for the optimal parameters. There are ﬁve
important parameters that can aﬀect the performance of DWT-HMM method.
First and the most important one is the number of states in HMMs, N . Number
of histogram bins mSI determines the dimension of observation symbols. ζSI is
the ratio of overlap between consecutive subimages in raster scanning BB image
(see subsection 3.3.1). NSI and MSI are the number of overlapping subimages
along horizontal and vertical dimensions. NSI and MSI also determines the
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Figure 7.2: Best recognition performance for DWT-HMM method.
length of observation sequence. Last parameter is the ﬁlterbank (FB) used in
ASI formation. Confusion matrices shown in Figure 7.2 are the result of DWT-
HMM method with N = 4,mSI = 5, ζSI = 0.75, NSI = 8, MSI = 8 and using
ﬁlterbank with Daubechies 4th order decomposition ﬁlters.
We ﬁrst analyze the eﬀect of number of states N on recognition performance.
Values of other parameters are ﬁxed as mSI = 5, NSI = 8,MSI = 8, ζSI = 0.75
and we employ 4th order Daubechies decomposition ﬁlters. We tried the following
values; N = 3, 4, 5, 6, 7. Figure 7.3 shows the eﬀect of N on ORR and MD. We
observe that ORR and MD remain almost constant up to 4 states. Further
increasing the number of states causes ORR and MD to decrease. Call that the
number of states is selected as the number of clusters in clustering observation
symbols during training HMMs. Our intuition is that increasing N beyond 5
causes some of the clusters to be nearly empty or very similar to each other.
Two similar clusters mean that the associated states can not be distinguished.
On the other hand, an empty cluster introduces inaccuracies in training state
transition probabilities of the associated state.
Similarly, the eﬀect of NSI and MSI on overall recognition performance is
examined. We keep the values of other parameters constant at N = 4,mSI =
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Figure 7.3: Variations of ORR and MD with respect to number of states N .
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Figure 7.4: Variations of ORR and MD with respect to NSI and MSI .
5, ζSI = 0.75 and test the following values of NSI = MSI ∈ {6, 8, 10, 12, 14}.
Resultant ORR and MD with diﬀerent values of NSI and MSI are plotted in
Figure 7.4. Highest ORR and MD are observed whenNSI andMSI are 8. Further
increasing NSI and MSI decreases MD, which means that individual recognition
rates for action classes decrease. Constancy of ORR is due to high recognition
rates of eating action.
In order to ﬁnd out the eﬀect of overlap ratio ζSI on ORR and MD, values
of N,mSI , NSI and MSI are ﬁxed to 4, 5, 8, and 8, respectively. We try four
diﬀerent overlap ratios, ζSI = 0, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75. The eﬀect of ζSI is illustrated in
Figure 7.5. Increasing ζSI forcesDWT-HMM to stress spatial relations between
subimages of BB in HMM training, so that we observe the highest ORR and
MD at ζSI = 0.75.
For analyzing number of histogram bins we test the following values of mSI :
mSI = 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. Other parameters are ﬁxed at N = 4, NSI = 8,MSI = 8,
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Figure 7.5: Variations of ORR and MD with respect to overlap ratio ζSI .
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Figure 7.6: Variations of ORR and MD with respect to number of histogram
bins mSI .
and ζSI = 0.75. Figure 7.6 shows how ORR and MD are aﬀected from varying val-
ues of mSI . Similar to eﬀect of number of states, increasing mSI beyond 5 causes
ORR and MD decrease. Higher number of histogram bins results in sparser
histograms, which makes the clustering process inaccurate in HMM training.
Lastly, we seek for a ﬁlterbank that maximize ORR and MD. We use the val-
ues N = 4, NSI = 8,MSI = 8, ζIS = 0.75, and mSI = 5. We test DWT-HMM
with 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th order Daubechies decomposition ﬁlters. Resultant ORR
and MD are plotted in Figure 7.7. Note that we abbreviate names of ﬁlterbanks
as ‘dbo’ where o stands for the order. Our expectation was that type of the
ﬁlterbank should not have any signiﬁcant eﬀect on ORR and MD, since we are
only interested in zero crossing numbers of highband subsignals. Using more
complicated ﬁlterbanks will not greatly eﬀect the number of zero crossings. Our
expectation holds except for ‘db3’ case as shown in Figure 7.7.
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Figure 7.7: ORR and MD with diﬀerent ﬁlterbanks.
7.4 Experimental Results for SHOG based
Method
In this section, SHOG method explained in Chapter 4 is tested on UCSD mice
action dataset and recognition performance is illustrated. We prefer to estimate
classiﬁcation accuracy of SHOG using K-fold cross validation scheme. We choose
the number of subsets, K = 5 for this method. At each validation run ﬁrst a pose
codebook, P must be constructed from training data as described in section 4.3.
Each action volume in the training set is expressed as a pose sequence S using
the constructed codebook P (see section 4.4 for details). To classify a test action
volume VT, a pose sequence ST associated with the volume is formed similar
to training case. Then, VT is assigned to the class of training action whose
pose sequence is most similar to ST according to LCS similarity metric. In
Figure 7.8, we illustrate the highest recognition rates by a confusion matrix and
its normalized form. Classiﬁcation success of SHOG is quite satisfactory for
drinking, eating, and sleeping actions. However, in this method, exploring
and grooming actions are slightly confused with each other. Confusion matrix
illustrated in Figure 7.8(b) is the average of 5 classiﬁcation runs in K-fold cross
validation. We also estimate the classiﬁcation reliability for each action class
as the standard deviation of 5 classiﬁcation runs. Mean and standard deviation
values of classiﬁcation accuracies are depicted in Table 7.2.
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Figure 7.8: Highest classiﬁcation performance for SHOG method.
Mean± Std.
drinking .94± .10
eating .94± .03
exploring .84± .04
grooming .73± .09
sleeping 1.00± 0
ORR .88± .02
MD .89± .04
Table 7.2: Mean and standard deviation values of classiﬁcation rates in SHOG
method. Here, Std. means standard deviation.
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We notice that there are three important parameters in SHOG method.
Number of radial cells (n) and orientation bins (m) in SHOG computation di-
rectly aﬀect pose description. Last parameter is the number of clusters K in pose
codebook construction. Optimal values of n,m and K, which results in highest
recognition performance, have been determined to be 12, 12, and 30, respectively.
We analyze the eﬀect of number of clusters on classiﬁcation accuracy. With
ﬁxed values of n = 12 and m = 12, we try the following number of clusters K:
K = 10, 20, 30, 35, 40, 50. In Figure 7.9, ORR and MD are plotted with respect
to varying number of clusters. We observe that ORR and MD increase steadily
up to K = 30. Further increasing K towards 50 causes slight decreases in ORR
and MD. Thus, the highest ORR and MD are achieved at K = 30.
To examine the eﬀect of n and m on recognition performance, K is set to
30 and four diﬀerent values of n and m are tested. We tried following values:
n = 4, 8, 12, 16 and m = 4, 8, 12, 16. ORR and MD corresponding to diﬀerent
combinations of n and m values are plotted in Figure 7.10. Considering Fig-
ure 7.10, one can notice that higher numbers of radial cells usually result in
better recognition performance for both ORR and MD. On the other hand, m
has a positive eﬀect on ORR and MD for only high values of n. In addition, it is
important to note that there is a tradeoﬀ between recognition performance and
computational cost. Thus, it is favorable to select values of n and m as 12 which
gives the highest ORR and MD with minimal computational cost.
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Figure 7.10: Eﬀects of n and m on ORR and MD.
7.5 Experimental Results for Global His-
tograms of 3D Gradients based Method
In this section, we demonstrate our experimental results for 3DGrads method
which is based on global histograms of 3D Gradients. As explained in Chapter 5,
we extract a set of one dimensional histograms,
{
h(1)x , h
(1)
y , h
(1)
t , h
(2)
x , . . . , h
(lmax)
t
}
for each video clip in the dataset. Here, we choose lmax = 3, so that we represent
each video clip by a set of 9 histograms. Then, we end up in confusion tables
using leave one out cross validation with 1-NN classiﬁers. We used χ2 distance
given in section 5.4 to evaluate the similarity of two videos.
In 3DGrads there are only two tunable parameters, γ constant which is
used to adjust the threshold and the number of bins in histograms {h(l)k , l =
1, . . . , lmax and k ∈ {x, y, t}}. The highest recognition rates are achieved with
γ = 1 and 128 bins in histograms. In Figure 7.11, the best confusion matrix
achieved by 3DGrads method and its normalized form are illustrated. It is
observed that all of the action classes are recognized with fairly high rates.
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Figure 7.11: Highest recognition performance achieved by the method 3DGrads.
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Figure 7.12: Overall recognition rates and mean of individual recognition rates
for diﬀerent values γ and number of histograms bins.
We analyze the eﬀects of γ and the number of histogram bins on recog-
nition rates. We try the following values γ ∈ {1, 1.8, 2.5, 3.7, 5} and
the number of bins ∈ {64, 128, 256, 512}. Overall recognition rate and the mean
of individual recognition rates are shown as bar graphics in Figure 7.12 for all
parameter combinations. We observe that diﬀerent values of parameters do not
aﬀect overall recognition rates, where individual behavior recognition rates de-
crease with increasing γ and with increasing number of histogram bins.
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7.6 Experimental Results for Sparse Keypoints
and HOG-HOF based Method
In this section, we apply the method SparseHOG to UCSD mice action dataset.
In order to realize K-fold cross validation, ﬁrst we split the dataset into K sets
containing nearly equal number of videos. We choose K = 5 in our experiments.
At each classiﬁcation run, we treat one of the sets as testing data, and the rest
as training data. For K= 5, we perform the classiﬁcation process for 5 times as
K-fold cross validation requires.
We extract HOG and HOF descriptors for each detected spatio-temporal Har-
ris corner in training data at each classiﬁcation run. We utilize the code provided
by Ivan Laptev [83] for HOG and HOF descriptor computation. Then, we group
extracted descriptors intoK clusters by k-means clustering. Clustering operation
provides us the codebook, E = {e1, e2, . . . , eK}. We form one histogram, Ai for
each training video in order to train 1-NN and radial basis SVM classiﬁers. It has
been explained in section 6.4, how to form the histograms {Ai}. Prior to clas-
siﬁcation of a test video, VT, HOG and HOF descriptors, f
k
HOGT
, fkHOFT for each
detected 3D Harris corner,(xc, yc, zc)
k in VT are extracted in the same manner.
We form a histogram AT in a similar way to training process for the test video
VT. At the end, we classify AT by trained 1-NN and radial basis SVM classiﬁers.
Above procedure is repeated for all test videos. At the next classiﬁcation run,
we alternate the test set and repeat the classiﬁcation. Classiﬁcation accuracy
is then given as the average of 5 classiﬁcation runs. The best recognition rates
achieved by applying the method SparseHOG with 1-NN and SVM classiﬁers
to UCSD mice action dataset are depicted as confusion matrices in Figures 7.13
and 7.14. Notice that SVM classiﬁer outperforms 1-NN classiﬁer at recognition
of drinking and grooming actions, where they perform nearly same for the rest
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Figure 7.13: Best confusion matrices achieved by the method SparseHOG.
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Figure 7.14: Best normalized confusion matrices achieved by the method Sparse-
HOG.
of actions. Similar to SHOG case, we provide classiﬁcation mean and standard
deviation values for each action class, ORR, and MD in Table 7.3.
We notice that in SparseHOG there are a number of parameters which
may aﬀect the recognition performance. Parameters related to 3D Harris corner
detector (see subsection 6.1.3) are number of spatial and temporal scales (n and
m) and k parameter in Equation (6.8). HOG and HOF descriptor computation
process introduces the parameters, descriptor type (HOG, HOF or concatenation
of both which we denote as HOGHOF) and ζ scale factor which determines the
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Mean± Std.
drinking .71± .27
eating .94± .04
exploring .95± .05
grooming .53± .05
sleeping 1.00± 0
ORR .90± .02
MD .82± .04
Mean± Std.
drinking .82± .15
eating .95± .05
exploring .94± .07
grooming .75± .08
sleeping 1.00± 0
ORR .93± .03
MD .89± .02
(a) 1-NN classifier. (b) Radial basis SVM classifier.
Table 7.3: Mean and standard deviation values of classiﬁcation rates in Sparse-
HOG method. Here, Std. means standard deviation.
descriptor cuboid size (see section 6.2). Another signiﬁcantly important factor
is the number of clusters, K which determines the size of codebook, E . In
Figure 7.14(a) we achieve the highest recognition rates for 1-NN classiﬁer with
parameter values n = 6,m = 2, k = 0.0005, ζ = 7, K = 600 and using HOGHOF
descriptor. In 1-NN classiﬁer spatial and temporal scales are selected as σl =
2(i+1)/2, i = 1, 2, . . . , 6, and τl = 2
j/2, j = 1, 2, respectively. On the other hand, in
Figure 7.14(b) optimal parameter values which result in highest recognition rates
for SVM classiﬁer are n = 6,m = 2, k = 0.0005, ζ = 5, K = 600, and utilizing
HOGHOF descriptor. Values of spatial and temporal scales for SVM classiﬁer
are same as 1-NN case. Among the parameter set stated above, we believe that
most important ones are K,n,m, ζ, and the type of the descriptor. Therefore,
we analyze the recognition performance of 1-NN and SVM classiﬁers for diﬀerent
values of these parameters.
7.6.1 Effect of Number of Clusters K
To ﬁnd out the eﬀect of number of clusters K in codebook construction on
recognition performance, we ﬁx the values of remaining parameters to n = 6,m =
2, k = 0.0005, ζ = 5, and use HOGHOF as our descriptor. We select values of
spatial and temporal scales as σl = 2
(i+1)/2, i = 1, 2, . . . , 6 and τl = 2
j/2, j = 1, 2.
Then, we investigate recognition rates for each action class and overall recognition
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(a) 1-NN classifier. (b) Radial basis SVM classifier.
Figure 7.15: Eﬀect of number of clusters K on recognition performances.
rate for diﬀerent values of K. We repeat the experiments for 8 diﬀerent values of
K ∈ {20, 50, 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600}. Overall recognition rate and individual
behavior recognition rates are plotted with respect to varying numbers of clusters
in Figure 7.15.
Regarding Figure 7.15(a), varying values of K slightly aﬀect overall recog-
nition rate and classiﬁcation performances for the actions eating, exploring,
and sleeping. However, success rates for recognizing grooming and drinking
actions ﬂuctuate with increasing K. Best recognition rates for drinking ac-
tion are observed for K = 50 and K = 600, whereas for grooming it occurs at
K = 100 and 300. Eﬀect of K is similar for overall recognition rate and recog-
nition rates of eating, exploring, and sleeping in SVM classiﬁer case. But
diﬀerent from 1-NN case, classiﬁcation success rates for drinking and grooming
have tendency to raise with increasing values of K. We note that grooming
is best recognized when K = 300, 400, and 600, where for K = 500 and 600
recognition rate for drinking reaches its maximum.
7.6.2 Effect of Number of Spatial and Temporal Scales
In this subsection, we examine the eﬀects of the number of spatial and temporal
scales (n and m) on recognition performance. Similar to previous subsection,
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Figure 7.16: Eﬀect of number of spatial and temporal scales (n,m) on recognition
performances.
we ﬁx the values of other parameters and vary the values of the investigated
parameters. To analyze relevant parameters, we ﬁx the values of parameters K
and ζ to 600 and 5. We used HOGHOF descriptor for all experiments in this
subsection. We measure the recognition performance for three diﬀerent sets of
spatial and temporal scales. In the ﬁrst set, we select n = 2 and m = 2 that
results in the values, σ2l = 4, 8 and τ
2
l = 2, 4. In the second set, n and m are
selected as 4 and 2 resulting in σ2l = 4, 8, 16, 32 and τ
2
l = 2, 4. Lastly, setting
n = 6 andm = 2 gives us the spatial and temporal scales, σ2l = 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128
and τ 2l = 2, 4, respectively. In Figure 7.16, we illustrate overall and individual
behavior recognition rates for 1-NN and SVM classiﬁers.
We observe that recognition rates for all classes reach their maximum at n = 6
andm = 2 in Figure 7.16. The reason is that by increasing number of spatial and
temporal scales we detect more 3D Harris corners which boosts discrimination
of codeword histograms A.
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Figure 7.17: Eﬀect of ζ on recognition performances.
7.6.3 Effect of Descriptor Cuboid Scale Factor ζ
Similar to previous subsections, we ﬁx the values of remaining parameters, where
we repeat the experiments with varying values of the parameter under investiga-
tion. Accordingly, we set K = 600, n = 6, m = 2, and used HOGHOF as cuboid
descriptor. We try the following values for the cuboid scale factor, ζ ∈ {3, 5, 7}.
We demonstrate the eﬀect of ζ on overall and individual behavior recognition
performance in Figure 7.17. The parameter ζ aﬀects the size of cuboid from
which HOG and HOF descriptors are computed. Considering that HOG and
HOF computation process is dependent on gradient and optical ﬂow estimation,
which are highly numeric operations, it is hard to explain its eﬀect on recognition
rates.
7.6.4 Effect of Descriptor Type
Finally we analyze the eﬀect of the type of descriptor on recognition rates.
To measure recognition performance with diﬀerent types of descriptor, we ﬁx
K,n,m, and ζ to 600, 6, 2, and 5, respectively. We test three diﬀerent types of
descriptors, namely HOG, HOF and HOGHOF. Note that HOGHOF is direct
concatenation of HOG and HOF descriptors. In Figure 7.18, we show the eﬀect
of descriptor type used in SparseHOG on recognition performances.
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(a) 1-NN classifier. (b) Radial basis SVM classifier.
Figure 7.18: Eﬀect of descriptor type on recognition performances.
Examining Figure 7.18, one can deduce that overall recognition rates and
classiﬁcation success for exploring, eating, and sleeping change a little bit
for diﬀerent descriptor types. For drinking action, HOG descriptor outperforms
HOF and HOGHOF descriptors. We believe that since the mouse mostly stays
still during drinking action, spatial features (HOG) are more discriminative then
the temporal ones (HOF). For grooming case, HOGHOF performs better than
HOG and HOF. Considering that during grooming mouse can exhibit both rapid
and slow feet movements, taking both spatial and temporal features (HOGHOF)
into account results in the highest recognition rates. For both 1-NN and SVM
classiﬁers HOF desciptor is the worst one at recognition of grooming. The reason
for that is that the body parts of the mouse move either very fast or slow during
grooming. Fast movements give rise to motion blur which causes inaccuracies in
optical ﬂow estimation, whereas slow motions result in optical ﬂow vectors close
to zero. Optical ﬂow information is useless in both cases.
7.7 Comparisons
In this section, we provide comparisons of second stage methods with both each
other and related studies in the literature. We would like to thank Piotr Dollar
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Figure 7.19: Comparison of second stage methods with each other.
and Hueihan Jhuang for their kind attitude in sharing details of experimental
methodology in their work.
7.7.1 Comparisons of Second Stage Methods
In this subsection, second stage methods are compared with each other in terms
of recognition accuracy. Normalized confusion matrices for second stage meth-
ods, namely DWT-HMM, SHOG, 3DGrads, and SparseHOG are given in
Figure 7.19.
Considering Figure 7.19, the weakest second stage method is DWT-HMM,
since it only can recognize eating and sleeping actions with high rates. In
DWT-HMM remaining action classes are heavily confused with each other.
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Method ORR MD Classiﬁcation Methodology
SparseHOG with SVM 93% 89% 5-Fold Cross Validation
SHOG 88% 89% 5-Fold Cross Validation
3DGrads 79% 78% Leave-one-out Cross Validation
DWT-HMM 70% 62% Leave-one-out Cross Validation
Table 7.4: ORR and MD comparison between second stage methods.
Set1 Set2 Set3 Set4 Set5 Set6 Set7
drinking 3 6 3 3 2 0 0
eating 30 30 30 30 2 0 22
exploring 30 30 30 30 30 4 30
grooming 1 5 7 2 19 0 10
sleeping 0 0 0 0 24 22 0
Table 7.5: Distribution of action classes in the sets.
The most successful methods in second stage are SHOG and SparseHOG with
SVM classiﬁer. They successfully discriminate all of the action classes. On the
other hand, 3DGrads method is not as successful as SHOG and SparseHOG,
but at least it achieves recognition rates higher than 60% for all classes.
We also provide comparisons between second stage methods according to
ORR and MD. Comparison of second stage methods in terms of ORR and MD
is depicted in Table 7.4.
7.7.2 Comparisons with Related Studies
In this subsection, we compare two of the most successful second stage methods,
SHOG and SparseHOG to related studies previously worked on UCSD mice
action dataset. The methods SHOG and SparseHOG are implemented with
the same methodology followed by related studies. Accordingly, the dataset is
split into seven sets. Numbers of action classes in each set is given in Table 7.5.
Notice that action classes are irregularly distributed to the sets. K-fold cross
validation with K = 7 is applied to the seven sets as the classiﬁcation scheme.
In Figure 7.20, recognition performances of two second stage methods, namely
SHOG and SparseHOG are compared to those of [22] and [38].
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Figure 7.20: Comparison of the methods SHOG and SparseHOG with related
studies.
Method ORR
SparseHOG with SVM 87%
SHOG 82%
Jhuang et. al [38] 82%
Dollar et. al [22] 72%
Table 7.6: ORR comparison of SHOG and SparseHOG methods with related
studies.
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SHOG method performs similar or better than [22] for all action classes. We
observe that recognition rates of SHOGmethod and [38] for eating, grooming,
and sleeping actions are quite similar. On the other hand, SHOG method is
better than [38] at classifying exploring action, where [38] performs much better
than SHOG for drinking action.
SparseHOG method outperforms both [22] and [38] for exploring and
sleeping actions. All three methods recognize eating action with very sim-
ilar rates. Method of [38] is the best at classifying drinking and grooming
actions. However, there is no big diﬀerence between [38] and SparseHOG for
grooming action.
We also carry out comparisons based on ORR. In Table 7.6, ORR for SHOG
and SparseHOG methods and related studies is given. We can only provide
comparisons in terms of ORR, since neither in [22] nor [38] MD information is
given.
7.8 Comments on Experimental Results
Throughout this chapter we tested each action recognition method on UCSDmice
action dataset and observed its classiﬁcation performance. As explained in the
introduction chapter, mice action recognition problem poses many challenges due
to both body and behavior characteristics of mice and recording environment.
We believe that comparing action recognition methods on such a challenging
dataset reveals weak and strong points of the methods. Our main inference is
that simple representations of actions tend to be more successful than complex
ones. In this section, we present our discussions on weakness and strength of
each method investigated.
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The ﬁrst stage of our action recognition framework meets the requirements
and perfectly separates sleeping actions from the others. Simply examining
amount of motion addresses the assumption that sleeping is a still action.
Among the four diﬀerent action recognition methods,DWT-HMM, SHOG,
3DGrads, and SparseHOG, proposed for the second stage, SHOG and
SparseHOG compete for the highest recognition performance.
DWT-HMM method fails to discriminate actions from each other. We ob-
serve that projecting 3D action volumes onto ASIs by using DWT discards local
temporal characteristics and generates random patterns in ASIs as a result. We
employed a theoretically well-grounded tool, HMMs with continuous observa-
tions in order to model randomness in ASIs and incorporate spatial coherence
in ASIs. However, HMMs fail to model ASIs except for eating action due to
shortness of observation sequences and extreme randomness in ASIs.
One of the most successful methods, SHOG, accomplishes action recognition
task with high rates. As claimed in [6], describing actions as sequences of pose
words is quite simple and discriminative. Histograms of oriented gradients are
computed over radial grids to describe pose in each frame. Note that this op-
eration both minimizes eﬀect of noise by taking histograms and preserves local
structure using a griding scheme. The only problem with this method is that it
requires proper segmentation of foreground objects from background, which is
considered to be one of the most challenging problems in computer vision area.
Instead of attempting to segment the subject in each frame, we use only tem-
porally active points in pose description. By imposing temporal constraints on
pose description we also enrich HOG features by taking temporal information
into account. As a result, this method performs quite well in action recognition
of laboratory mice.
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Being a modest method, 3DGrads considers whole action volume in feature
extraction process. Taking histograms of normalized gradient vectors over entire
action volume provides robustness to perturbations but also ignores local spatio-
temporal structures. One advantage of 3DGrads is that feature extraction is
carried out at diﬀerent temporal resolutions. In short, 3DGrads pays the price
of being simple and parameter free by moderate recognition rates.
Lastly, SparseHOG method achieves quite high recognition rates by model-
ing actions as sets of sparse spatio-temporal cuboids. Locating such informative
and sparse points in the action volume is addressed by 3D Harris corner detector
which provides scale and rotation invariance. Describing detected points by HOG
and HOF takes into account both spatial and temporal information and is robust
to noise. In contrast to arguments in the literature that spatio-temporal corners
in real-world actions are quite rare, we observe suﬃcient number of corners in all
action classes except drinking and sleeping. In SparseHOG, we utilize radial
basis SVM classiﬁers which are considered to be maximum margin classiﬁers.
The only weakness of SparseHOG is that it ignores geometrical relations be-
tween detected cuboids inside the action volume. Nevertheless, SparseHOG
gives the highest recognition rates in our experiments.
Computational complexities of SHOG and SparseHOG are much higher
than other two methods’. The main computational load in SHOG is extracting
pose descriptors from all training frames and clustering operation. Similarly,
in SparseHOG, seeking for salient points at multiple spatio-temporal scales,
HOG and HOF extraction process and k-means clustering takes great amount of
time. Conversely, operations carried out in 3DGrads andDWT-HMM require
lower computational cost. In fact, DWT-HMM method would require much
more time, if number of states, dimension of observation symbols, and length of
observation symbols were higher.
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Considering experimental results with all methods, we conclude that simple
action representation in conjunction with informative and discriminative feature
extraction usually gives the most successful results.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future Work
In this thesis we build a two level hierarchical system to recognize mice actions
from short video clips. Designed system is a preliminary work for a general
continuous action recognition system which greatly aids pharmacologists in their
experiments on mice. The ﬁrst stage of the system is used to distinguish still
actions such as sleeping action from others. We propose four different methods
for the second stage which is expected to classify remaining actions as accurate as
possible. The ﬁrst algorithm is a cascade combination of two subsystems based
on DWT and HMMs, respectively. The second method exploits subject’s pose to
achieve classiﬁcation. The third method relies on spatio-temporal global features
extracted from action volumes. Lastly, the fourth method models an action as
a combination of learned spatio-temporal templates. We performed experiments
on a real mice action dataset and achieved 93% success rate. We have also
made comparisons between the methods in this thesis and related studies in the
literature.
Major contribution of this thesis is that it provides a comprehensive study of
action recognition methods in mice case. In addition, we propose a simple method
to discriminate still actions from others. A novel method exploiting temporal
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variations in pixel intensities by DWT and modeling those variations by HMMs
is designed. We have also adopted three methods which were previously used in
human action representation or recognition to mice case. We provide a simple
and eﬀective solution to determine the support region for pose description in the
ﬁrst method given in [6]. We combine the second method in [9] with adaptive
thresholding and 1-NN classiﬁer to be used in mice action recognition. Lastly, we
evaluate the performance of the third method [10] on mice actions. Furthermore,
we performed parameter search for all the methods tested.
We have faced many challenges in mice action recognition during this study.
Major conclusions that we drew are given below:
• Quantifying the amount of motion in a given video is suﬃcient enough to
identify still actions.
• Accumulating temporal variations of individual pixels all over the time
axis discards local temporal information which could be useful in feature
extraction.
• Deciding on model complexity and observation symbols is a key issue in
hidden Markov models. The observation symbols must be long enough to
reliably train HMMs.
• In pose-based action recognition methods, imposing temporal constraints
on spatial feature extraction greatly improves classiﬁcation performance.
• Volumetric features extracted from entire action volume are robust to local
perturbations. However, they disregard all positional information (both
spatial and temporal).
• Sparse keypoints in the action volume where large variations occur along
spatial and temporal axes can be suﬃcient to model complex actions.
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• Localized histograms of orientations of gradient and optical ﬂow vectors
are powerful descriptors for local patches.
There are many improvements and extensions that can be incorporated into
our framework. We list some of those below:
• We plan to extend our system for action recognition from continuous video
streams.
• Spatio-temporally windowed wavelet coeﬃcients can be fed to HMMs as
observation symbols for better training.
• In pose-based action recognition, temporal dynamics of pose sequences can
be taken into account by using HMMs instead of simple sequence matching
methods.
• We intend to extend global gradients based approach to handle scale vari-
ations in both space and time by constructing spatial and temporal pyra-
mids. Furthermore, we believe that taking localized histograms of orienta-
tions of gradient vectors will improve recognition performance.
• In sparse keypoint approach, considering positional dependency between
keypoints may boost classiﬁcation accuracy.
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